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Democratic Head Under Fire

DryWeather Crop Losses
Hunt Quits As Party Chief
Could Run Into Millions
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Local agriculture officials say a
soaking downpour tomorrow could not
reverse the damage early corn, double
crop soybeans and tobacco has already
sustailied due to dry conditions.
A combination stretch of dry, hot
weather in Calloway County has
literally burned up acres of corn,
hindered the growth of soybeans and
stunted tobacco causing it to bloom
early.
Damage could run into the millions,
according to University of Kentucky
Extension Agent Ted Howard.
Howard told reporters Friday tiet a

potential $5-minion worth of crops may
be lost in the county this year. The
figure, he said may run as high as $8million to $9-million.
In many parts of this county early
corn has "gone beyond the critical
stage," Howard said. Yield on some
early corn, he said, will be cut 60-75
percent because of drought-like conditions.
Gus Robertson, a farmer who lives
near Lynn Grove, one of the driest
areas in the county right now, told
reporters Friday he has over 500 acres
of corn affected by the dry conditions.
Robertson estimated his loss on the
affected acreage at 75 percent. Severe

TOUGH SUMMER — It's been a tough summer for Gus Robertson. Here,
he surveys a corn patch devastated by drought-like conditions. And if that
wasn't enough, a severe wind Wednesday downed much of the corn.
Calloway County crops are suffering under the conditions and local
agricultural officials say losses- due to the dry weather could run into the
millions,
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

winds that whipped through the area
Wednesday night downed some of the
corn already stunted by dry conditions,
Robertson said.
Howard said much of Calloway
County is under the dry conditions
except for an area due north of Murray.
Howard noted that seeming
Calloway, some sections of Marshall
and Henry County, Tenn., are singled
out by the dry conditions. Graves
County crops, he said, are not suffereing.
Howard said if the dry conditions
persist for another ''few days," late
planted corn will also succumb to the
dry conditions.
"Corn is different from other crops. If
it doesn't get a good rain during
tasseling, then it doesn't make it,"
Howard said.
The county agent said some double
crop soybeans planted in late June and
early July had to be replanted while the
plants that did come up are almost
dormant.
"Soybeans (double crop) were late to
begin with. This drought has made
therm later. And if there's an early frost,
they're doomed," Howard said.
Howard said both dark fired and
burley tobacco are hurting from the dry
conditions coupled with the heat. "Dark
is in fair to good condition altheugh it is
blooming lower than normal. Burley is
just standing. It is hurting badly. It's
blooming low, the leaves are smaller
and it's firing up from the base of the.
stalk," Howard said.
The county agent said a number of
acres of hay and pasture are also
hurting badly."
Howard said many dairy farmers can
cut their corn as it stands now and put it
into silos but row crop farmers muet
bear the consequences of the dry
weather.
Local weather officials say rainfall is
below normal for July. According to
local Weather data recorder John ,Ed
Scott, less than an inch of rain has
fallen in the area during July.
Rainfall was also scattered in June —
a little over one half inch fell June 7 and
again June 18. According to the weather
officials 1.68 inches fell May 13.
Of the total estimated 60,000 acres of
soybeans in this county, Howard
estimated the 8,000 acres of double
cropped beans are a total loss.
And of the 25,000 acres of corn, the
average loss could reach almost 50
percent, Howard said.
Howard said Calloway County
generally has a "dry spell." He added,
"But, we usually don't go this long.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Howard
"Sonny" Hunt, chairman of the Ken-'
tucky Democratic" Party since June
1975, has resigned four months earlier
than planned.

In his letter sent Friday to members
of the State Central Executive Committee, Hunt said he wanted to return to
his own personal business interests.
His decision to quit was confirmed by
Mrs. Marie Turner, vice chairman of
the committee.
"Mr. Hunt called me Friday to let me
know that he was leaving;" Mrs.
Turner said by telephone from her
home in Jackson."He said the decision
was effective immediately lied that he
was notifying committee members by
mail."
Mrs. Turner said Hunt also explained
that "he thought it was in the best interests of everyone to resign at this
time and that he had other personal
things he wanted to do."
Expressing regret at Hunt's
departure, Mrs. Turner said "I'm
certainly sorry to see him go. I would
much rather have had him stay on for
awhile, at least until after the
November election."
Earlier, Hunt had announced that he
would keep the job until the election
was over.
The. Louisville Courier-Journal, in a
copyrighted story today, quoted Hunt
is saying his chief reason for leaving
was the newspaper's investigation of
his financial success.
In an interview with The CourierJournal, Hunt placed his net worth at
$650,000 but said none of his wealth
resulted from his position as head of the
state's ,ruling party.

The newspaper said that during
Hunt's term as chairman, he purchased
at least $80,000 worth of stock in Danville's Citizens National Bank and
added to his central Kentucky real
estate holdings.
The Courier-Journal also quoted
several government sources as saying
Hunt's financial dealings are the object
of an FBI investigation.
Ben Cook, special agent in charge of
the FBI in Kentucky, said "we are not
in position to comment at this time,"
and Hunt said that he was unaware of
any FBI investigation involving him.
"I ain't come up with any damned
money except what I've been able to
scuffle around and borrow and
everything else," Hunt declared.
-He attributed his success to good
btedness investments and said much of
it resulted from appreciation of
properties that he land -his family
owned before he became party
chairman in June 1975.
"It didn't start from nothing," Hunt
declared of his financial success."You
all are saying that -it started from
nothing."
He declined to reveal any information
about his annual income from sources
other than the $25,000 a year he earned
as party chairman.
In his resignation letter, Hunt
thanked committee members for their
vote of confidence two weeks ago after
he came under fire by Democrats who
charged that he had shown favoritism
for
administration-backed
gubernatorial candidates for governor
next year.
Hunt suggested that no permanent
chairman be named until after the May

certify
that
all
graduation
requirements have been met.
Candidates for degrees in the summer class represent 26 states and seven
foreign countries. Among the candidates are these:
Candidates for bachelor's degree —
Calloway, Donna Roder Almond,
Ranny Dale Chadwick, Pattie Ann
Daniel, Terry K. Dunn, Marilyn Ann
Edwards, Kathryn C. Elkins, James
Richard Gravel, Gil Hopson, Margaret
Frantz Jones, Lila Noe LuSk, Vernon
Dale Mathis, Laverne Butler Russell,
Robert Glenn Sanderson, Patricia
Schroeder, Janice W. Seargent, Terry
Lee Sheridan, Samuel D. Smith III,
Phyllis Lindsey Spann, Gina 'Rose
Starks, William M. Steely, Juana Beth
Stockdale, Lynn H. Thompson, and

A spokesman for the Federal Bureau
Local, state and federalauthorities
have arrested a Murray man and a • Investigation (FBI) in Paducah Friday
McKenzie, Tenn., man in connection
evening said both Clevenger and
Traywick are charged with interstate
with the alleged interstate transport of
transport of obscene materials for the
pornography, promoting prostitution
purpose of resale. The federal charges
and trafficking in drugs.
carry a maximum Mt years or $5,000.
Minorities raided the Fantasy isle
City Police charge Clevenger with
shop at 200 N. 15th Street near the
promoting prostitution in the, second
Murray State University early Friday
degree and trafficking in marijuana.
afternoon.
Arrested on federal, state and city, State Police warrants charge both men
warrants are Charles Clevenger, 43,
witti promoting prostitution in the
Murray, and Don Traywick, 37, second degree and trafficking in
McKenzie, Tenn.
marijuana.
_
•
The raid Friday was the culmination
A Murray Police Department
of a four month investigation started by spokesman said local police have arrest
Murray
Police
Department, warrants for a female allegedly inspokesman said.
volved in a prostitution ring associated

Karl Joseph Zimmerman.
Lee Spratt, Dana G. Stonecipher,
Candidates for master' degree —
Abdolreza Tom Talebi, Diana Sue
Calloway, Deborah Kay Adams, • Tatlock, and Helen Crow Weaver.
Kenneth Howard Atwater, Hazel 0.
Candidates for specialist degree —
Broach, Marian F. Brockhoff, Dwayne
Frank Bucy;James Culver Carpenter,
Donna Morgan Carr, George Edward
Crowe, Wayne Lawrence Davis.
Richard Allan Fisher, David James
Gray, Treamon Clayton Hargrove.
Leah Fulton Hart, Janice D. Hasty,
Dorotha Sue Heiss, Nancy O'Neal
T'ON (AP) — Even before
WAS
Hopper, Lanette U. Hunt, Brian Andre
Huot, Anita Jones Jackson, Edward L
er administration announces
the
inciples of its national health
Johnson, Diana B. Jones, Mary Carol
the
ance plan, the cornerstone of
Jones, Luis A. Maldonado, Margot E.
pport for any major new program
McIntosh, Patricia Ann McMullin,
has crumbled.
Michael Wayne Oleksy, Rita Gai
Secretary Joseph A. Califano Jr.,
Price, Frances Genese Reid, John
secretary of health, education and
Rockne, Deborah Jones Smith, Karen
welfare, was scheduled to outline the
administration's proposal today.
But Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass.,and a coalition of national health
insurance supporters withdrew their
hacking'for the administration plan on
In the'state," Rose said.
School officials were also to talk
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
the eve of the announcement.
about some gasoline bids requested
Plans call for the track to have eight
Staff Reporter
-The president's failure of leadership
lanes C inches wide each. It will also
recently.
Calloway County School Board
on this issue now will make our effort
members were expected today to ap- have an extension at one end, Rose
more difficult in the future," Kennedy
Rose indicated he was prepared to
prove a $78,000 construction project to said.
said
Friday, reminding reporters of his
give
his
approval to a recommendation
Rose said Tom Mills, an official with
build a track and football field at
decade of support for legislation to
from
Joanna
Calloway
Adams,
the
Kentucky High School Athletic
Calloway County High.
guarantee all Americans' adequate
County School System food service
School board members met in a 6 Association highly recommended the
health care, regardless of cost.
director,
for
food,
on
assorted
bids
Calloway County system build the
a.m. session today at Holiday Inn.
At the center of the dispute that led to
cleaning and paper supplftss for school
School officials earlier this week and metric track.
the administration's break with Kenlunch
rooms.
Rose said if the construction contract
opened bids from Cleaver Construction
nedy, as well as with organized labor
n finalized in mid-August, the track
and Emerine Construction, both
Low bids came from Benny Bread, and a broad coalition of religious and
located in Murray, the only two bidders should be complete in October.
Dixie Cream, Flav-O-Rich, all of
citizens grows, was the troubled state
"Since there'is a move to the metric
for the project.
Murray, Kentucky Foods, Paducah, of the economy.
Calloway County School Superin- system, other schools are looking now
Lynn Grove Eggs, Lynn Grove, Robert
Despite his campaign promise to
tendent Jack Rose said Friday he was about how to convert," Rose said.
Orr Co., Nashville, West Ky. Coffee Co., institute a universal, comprehensive
Rose said he was prepared to
prepared to recommend a $78,927 bid
Mayfield and Wonder Snack Foods of
and mandatory health care plan
tutiagathst4 L.andolt--4newettnee--ef--—
Erneeine-Cenetrueliewto build the-stnrtinitiorittnrinihe grlintr
rirmePt
Murray as the apparent low bidder for
field. Cleaver bid $87,760.
tration plan —_President Carter has
The new track and field will be $10,393 worth of Workinenkii ComSchool officials early today were
been under pressure from his economic
located near the gymnasium entrance pensation insurance for the system. He
expected to set lunch room prices for
advisers to scale down, delay or even
at the high school and, when completed, said he, was also prepared also to.. the fall — 55-cents -for a regular
abandon his promise as too inflationary
may be the fitet metric track in Ken- recommend Holton & Melugin
elementary meal and 65-cents for a
at his time.
Insurance as the low bidder on $12,229
tucky, according to Rose.
hamburger-hotdog meal at the
Informed sources said Carter decided
"To the best we are aware this will worth of school bus insurance for the
elementary level, 85-cerits for a high
not to do that openly, but to make his
be the first standard size metric track system
school meal and 80-cents for teachers
statement of principles sufficiently

School Board To Okay Track Bid

Hunt said he had not cooperated in
the investigation because he thought
The Courier-Journal reporter working
on the story, Livingston Taylor, was
biased against him.
"To be honest, I just decided that I
felt like the stuff that Liv Taylor's doing
is doing a number on me," Hunt said."I
don't think that's fair. I don't think he's
going about it the right way. And if
that's what it's come to,then it's time to
move on."
Asked specifically if Taylor's investigation prompted the resignation,
Hunt replied, "Yeah, and I'm going to
go up there and show your editor after
it's all over. I'm going to show him the
damned records to prove to him you're
wrong. That's what I plan on doing."
Hunt said he had been advised by
attorneys and friends not to cooperate
with the investigation.
Previously he had offered to turn
over his financial statement and tax
returns to a third party to be chosen by
him.

Two Charged In Pornography,
Prostitution Arrests In Murray

Over 500 To Graduate At MSU; Carroll Will Speak
A total of 501 students have filed
applications for degrees to be awarded
during the annual summer commencement exercises at Murray State
University on Friday, Aug. 4.
Among that number are 177 for
bachelor's degrees, 308 for master's
degrees, 7 for specialist degrees, and 9
for associate degrees.
Gov. Julian M. Carroll will deliver
the commencement address at the 2
p.m. ceremony in Lovett Auditorium.
His daughter Patrice is among the
students to be graduated with baccalaureate degrees.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
summer graduates will be determined
when school officials have completed a
check of each candidate's credentials to

1979 Democratic gubernatorial
primary and recommended that his
chief assistant, Mike Templeman,
serve as acting executive director
during the interim and that Mrs.
Turner oentimie as vice chairman.
Hunt said he had discussed his
resignation with Gov. Julian Carroll but
that Carroll had not prompted the
resignation.
In a statement released later by an
assistant press secretary, Carroll
praised Hunt as "an extraordinarily
hard-working chairman who has
contributed substantially to the party.
particularly through his fund-raising
efforts."

Calloway, Pamela C. Morgan, and Zoe
Lenore Pinkston.
Candidates for associate degree —
Calloway. Rebecca Blackford Noffsinger.

Cornerstone Of Carter's
Hea th Plan Is Crumbling
broad to permit him to change the
scope of the program in the future.
Kennedy and the others said that
made the principles meaningless and
the program more difficult to push
through Congress.
Without a guarantee that the
program would be phased in according
to a preset schedule, the senator said,
"you simply don't have a universal,
comprehensive health insurance
program, no matter what the principles
say."
(7alifano, at a hastily called meeting
with reporters at the White House on
Friday, said the administration "is
deeply committed to the goal of decent
health care for every American, (but)
we are also deeply concerned that the
program be prudently designed,
reasonable and cautious."
In'a brief statement about Which he
refused to answer questions, the
secretary stressed that economic
realities dictate the program "not fuel
inflationary pressures."
Health insurance planners have said
the program they believe best meets
the president's goals would cost about
birlitift- A-Year NOre than -the Sr
billion the government now spends on
Medicare:- .Medicaid and other health
care programs
Kennedy and other supporters of
national health insurapee insist a
comprehensive program would save
the nation money in the long run.

with Clevenger.
Authorities raided the 15ttC Street
business early Friday afternoon,
arresting Traywick there. They
arrested Clevenger at a local business,
the spokesman said.
The police spokesman said the initial
investigation began with Murray Police
in the spring. When police uncovered
evidence that pornographic materials
were apparently being carried across
state lines, they contacted federal and
state authorities, the spokesman said.
The spokesman said authorities have
confiscated movies and magazines in
connection with the case.
The FBI spokesman declined to
reveal details about what authorities
confiscated during the arrests, other
than to say the investigation is continun ing
Clevenger was in Paducah Jail
Friday evening while Traywick had
been released on a $1,000 bond, the
spokesman said.
Authorities indicated the alleged
prostitution ring was confined to the
Murray area.
The police said Henry County, Tenn.,
authorities are expected to arrest the
woman connected with the case. Also,
reportedly another juvenile woman is
being sought by authorities.
A spokesman for Kentucky State
Police said KSP undercover agents
have worked in the investigation along
with city and federal authorities.
The state police spokesman said he
didn't think the arrests Friday were
connected with news accounts in the
spring of 1976 of an alleged prostitution
ring operating across state lines and
centered with Murray State University.
He called that story a "hoax."
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partly
cloudy
The weather outlook for Monday through Wednesday in KenLucky cagsfor partly cloudy skie.s
Monday and' Tuesday and a'
chance of showers and .thundershowers on Wednesday.
Slightly below normal temperatures through the period with
highs in the mid 80s and lows in
the mid 60s.
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Let's Stay Well

By Abigail Van Buren

Q. Mrs. S. S., in her
writes that she was exa-

DEAR ABBY: My husband
call him Maxi spent six
weeks in the hospital with a coronary and emphysema, but
thank God he is going to be all right. His doctor told him he
had to lose 45 pounds and give up cigarettes. Max lost 26
pounds while in the hospital and he didn't have one
cigarette, which isn't easy for a three-pack-a-day man.
When I was at the hospital to take Max home, his doctor
walked into the room smoking a cigarette! Max kiddingly
asked the doctor for a cigarette, and would you believe, the
doctor gave him one
could have strangled that doctor!)
Max has been home for three weeks and he's smoking
again. I just know if that doctor hadn't given him a
cigarette Max would have quit for good.
When I told the doctor what I thought of him he said, "I
didn't think one would hurt him. Besides,! knew how much
he wanted one because I can't quit either."
What do you think of that, Abby? If! hadn't witnessed
this, I never would have believed it.
DISGUSTED

DEAR ABBY: Every day- my husband picks up your
column and says, "Well, let's see,what Abby has to say to
those nuts who write to a newspaper psychiatrist!' He
would never admit that HE could use some help.
Mv husband is a good provider and generally a good
husl;and, but he is a very poor father to our five children,
who range in age from 2 to 10. He never pays them the
slightest attention unless it's to punish them.
When a male friend comes over, the children compete
for his attention and the man can't-get the little ones off his
lap. I am worried about how this will affect my children's
lives. Will my girls be so hungry for male affection and
approval that they'll become pregnant at 16? And will my
sons grow up to be mama's boys? What can I do before it's
too late? Or am I being silly?
SAL IN SAN FRANCISCO

familiar ground.
universal
viewpoint
to
VIRGO
properly evaluate the needs of
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
those to whom you would give
An on-and-off day, but you assistance. Unusually vershould come through hand- satile, there are many fields
somely' if you stress your open to you in the choice of a
quietly clever manner of career, but you would
handling situations and your probably
achieve
your
tact in dealing with people.
greatest successes in the
LIBRA
areas of business, finance,
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23)
politics, statesmanship or
You may not be aware of it writing — especially as a
yet but, within 48 hours, some journalist. You are also a born
unusually good luck is coming salesman
and,
when
your way from a most necessary, meet adversity
unexpected source
with powerful resolution.
SCORPIO
Birthdate of: Henry Ford,
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
auto magnate; Casey Stengel,
A day for compromise — not baseball manager; Paul
for stirring things up. In all Anita, singer_
relationships, use the always
reliable -velvet glove"
treatment.
FOR MONDAY,JULY 31, 1978

nWil

DEAR SAL: It's sad that • couple who have spent
almost•dozen years together have so little communication
between them. Why can't you tell your husband these
things? You seem to be an intelligent woman, and your
complaints make sense.
If you aren't aple to get through to your husband, find
someone who can. He desperately needs to get this
important message.

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped (28 cental
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEAN/
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

FREE
PARKING

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Kong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned.
with spacious lawns, room
)telephones, TV, shopping center
A
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hat) ;
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
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DEAR ABBY: It disgusts me to read the letters in your
_column that begin, "While straightening my daughter's
room, I came across one of her letters (or her diary), and
after reading it, I was horrified. Where have I failed?"
Perhaps these mothers should begin by looking at their
own code of ethics. It is important for children, especially
teenagersgacome to feel that they are individuals with
privacy and rights of their own. Having a mother_ who
comes snooping around reading personal mail and
examining private poisisaions will surely force a child to
become deceptive, secretive and constantly on the
defensive, rather than to feel Wee to discuss personal
problems and share private experiences with her mother.
If a mother feels it is necessary for her to know
everything that happens in her child's life, she should
teach the child early to trust her and come to her and share
her feelings openly. This way the mother can express
feelings of her own, and perhaps point the child in the right
direction without promoting the kind of mistrust and
tension that develops between mother and daughter when
the daughter finds she has no privacy and the mother finds
her only link with her daughter is through whatever tidbit
she can find "while straightening the room."
The more I read about such mothers, the more I
appreciate my own.
GLAD UM ME IN ATLANTA

wg GAN

In addition to dieting?"

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR DISGUSTED: So what else is new? That doctor
used inexcusably poor judgment, but if all the doctors who
are hooked on nicotine were laid end to end, they would
reach the Salk Institute in San.Diego —which isn't a bad
idea.

AND

Saturday,July 20
Activities at Kenlake State

disadvantage of an adA. You failed to mention verse reaction to drugs by
mined recently and found your weight and your blood not having to take them.
for the first time to have pressure. Weight reduction Also, they have to be taken
high blood pressure. She is an effective method to for a number of years.
knows that several medi- help reduce blood pressure
Weight reduction in
cines are available to treat significantly if it is only overweight persons should
this condition. She is disap- mildly to moderately ele- be tried as the initial step
pointed that her physician vated.
in treatment of hypertenfailed to give her a preWeight reduction has sion. It may come down so
scription and only advised many added advantages. that no other form of
her to reduce her weight It will make you feel more therapy is needed.
gradually and return for a comfortable. Getting rid of
Many authorities on high
progress visit in a month. obesity -often enhances blood pressure believe that
She asks, "Isn't weight appearance. Dieting can excess weight is the princireduction too slow, and be cheaper than''buying
shouldn't I have medicine medicine. You avoid the pal factor that causes the
blood pressure to become
abnormally elevated in
persons who are prone to
the disease. This proneness is apparently an in'3<4
3
„.
herited tendency that
would not show up if the
Frmes Drake
weight remained normal.
In other words, thousands
FOR SUNDAY,JULY 30, 1978
• of our citizens would not
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
develop a high blood prestomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21))ekie,
sure
problem if they kept
the stars say, read the
Travel accented here. A
their weight down.
forecast given for your birth short trip made on the spur of
Weight reduction is not
Sign.
the moment could produce
easy and requires decision,
most interesting results.
ARIES
habit modification, reasonCAPRICORN
Mar. 21 to Apr. 2014Y1r4 (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
able amounts of regular
Be realistic and pursue only
Keep your head and
exercise, and fortitude. A
worthwhile goaLs. New op- maintain the pace that's best
person with an elevated
portunities offered through for you. Don't let others sway
blood pressure has in it an
the use of your fine business you with ideas of doubtful
important motivating facacumen.
worth — especially if they
tor to help to encourage
TAURUS
involve heavy spending.
faithful
dieting.
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tikk"
AQUARIUS
Even if you need drugs
You may have to make Oen. 21 to Feb. 19) •••••••'„,"
later to bring your blood
some small concessions now,
Curb a tendency toward
but this would be better than pessimism.
pressure down to satisfacgood
With
losing out altogether. Some judgment and a bit of finesse,
tory levels, less of the
nice benefits indicated.
medicine will likely be reyou can make your outlook
GEMINI
quired than would have
brighter, expand possibilities.
May 22 to June 21i 114
b PISCES
been needed had you not
Everything points to a most
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
brought your weight down.
interesting and inspiring day.
Make decisions only after
Therefore, I commend
You should be filled with new- careful investigation. Expend
your physician for recomfound optimism and self- energies to elicit lasting
mending weight reduction
confidence.
results. Avoid the -quick
as the first step in the
CANCER.
return" angle: It is fraught
management of your
(June 22 to July 2318C:3/ with traps.
A new contact made now
hypertension. His advice is
could be diverting as well as
sound and merits your earYOU BORN TODAY are
thought-provoking. In fact, endowed with a magnetic
nest cooperation. It will be
you should find personal personality, boundless amnecessary that you reduce
relationships in general highly. bition and a tremendous
your weight gradually and
stimulating.
capacity for achievement.
keep it down. You will need
LEO
You are genuinely concerned
to have your blood pres(July 24 to Aug. 23)4164CVY% about your fellowman, but
sure
taken periodically for
Solar influences not too insist on helping him in your
the remainder of your life
friendly. Avoid getting in over own way — and in the areas in
to be sure that the elevayour head — especially where which YOU think he
needs
tion is at safe levels.
you happen to be on un- help. Try to cultivate a
re

Doctor Got Him
Smoking Again

olS

colt COMMUNITY
1::‘:::01" CALENDAR

Weight Reduction Can Lower
Blood Pressure Elevation

'Deck Alibt

•_

By F.J L BLa.ngame. M.D

•

ftefffff wammenermalftmm.memfted

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You now have the inside
track in a number of ways — if
you will just recognize opportunities when available'
ARIES
and handle them in your usual
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
"
reir-A clever manner.
A bit of friendly advice CAPRICORN
•
could mushroom into a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20l'4
profitable
move. Don't
Recall an old tack or
hesitate to grab the chance maneuver that could inspire,
when you get it.
invigorate this day. Not
TAURUS
everything new is THE thing,
Apr. 21 to May 21)
you know.
You may now have the AQUARIUS
responsibility of handling ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
another's finances. Do so with
Stellar influences
care. Dependence on you is auspicious. Put your mind and
great.
keen powers of observation to
GEMINI
work, but DON'T make imMay 72 to June 21)11
4
1' pulsive decisions. A good day
Be flexible but not easily for accomplishment.
turned by every wind that PISCES
blows; eager to take new steps ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)"a
forward, but not at the risk of
Rule out extremes and
future losses or set-backs.
foolish chance-taking.
CANCER
Maintain a steady hand, a
June 22 to July 23)0
watchful eye and a deterDon't try to buck present mination not to forsake
trends, or you may find principles. Some misleading
yourself at odds with influences prevail.
associates who could be
helpful. Scrutinize all ofYOU BORN TODAY are an
ferings carefully.
extremely independent inLEO
dividual, self-reliant and
July 24 to Aug 231
ft-f
t
unbelievably courageous in
Certain events can act as the face of obstacles or adguideposts to the future. Keep versity. You are pragmatic
attuned to new trends and and usually acquire money
don't miss a trick. esily — but spend it just as
VIRGO
easily-. — Tait versatility
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP% enables you to succeed in
An unexpected encounter almost any field of your
with the "right" person choosing, but you could
brightens your prospects for probably reach your highest
attaining an almost "im- levels of attainment in the
possible" goal.
field of law which, in your
LIBRA
case, almost inevitably would
(Sept. 24 to Oct. n)ific
lead to politics, statesmanship
Friends will make demands or the diplomatic world. You
on your time, energy and are also suited to other oc.
cash. Be wary. One who is cups(ions which bring you into
especially aggressive may contact with the public such as
pose a real problem. Coun- salesmanahip, public relations
teract with tact, poise.
.SrLthe tPeater44.4.1Datter what._
career you elect to follow
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
however, IX) take up one of
Frustration
CAN
be the arts, such as TTM.Sic or
avoided; so can indecision and painting, as an avocation
Lack of faith in your own Either would provide a highly
talents. Meet with others to satisfying outlet for your
talk over mutual problems emotions. BIrthdate of: John
and possible opposition.
Ericsson, Swedish naval
engineer; Geraldine Chaplin.
actress(daughter of Charles)

(c)

\-orthside BYW Has
Meet, Haley Home
The Northside Baptist
Church Baptist Young Women
met at the home of LaDon
Haley for the recent meeting.
Mrs. Haley gave the secretary
and financial reports.
A special Fathers Day
breakfast was held in June.
Those present at the
meeting were Judy Jones,
Janice
Graham, Sheila
McGinnis, Ann Salmon, and
LaDon Haley.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Elkins 'ef Murray
has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Park will include awareness
walk at hotel front porch at
nine a.m.; junior ranger
program at campground
bathhouse at ten a.m.; ice
cream eating contest on hotel
patio room at one p.m.; junior
fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with charge of two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; critter hunt at three
p.m. and critter race at 3:30
campground
p.m.
at
bathhouse; bubble gum
blowing contest on hotel front
lawn at 4:30 p.m.; volley ball
at hotel court at 6:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables with
charge of one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.; disco
dance in hotel meeting room
with charge of fifty cents per
person from eight p.m. to
midnight.
Saturday, July 29
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Sate Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers WI
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park at eight p.m.
Epsilon Sigma
Alpha
Women
International
membership tea will be held
at the home of Kathy Fleming,
701 South 16th Street, Murray,
from two to four p.m. All
interested women are invited
and for information call 7591288 or 753-3710.
Archaeological Adventure
will start at South information
station in Land Between the
Lakes at ten a.m.
Murray Invitational Golf
Dance will be held from eight
p.m. to midnight at the
Murray Country Club with Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Orr as chairmen. Others assisting are
Messrs and Mesdames Joe
McCoart, Jim Frank, Vernon
Cohoon, Walter Jones, Chad
Stewart, and W. L. Poll.

Tuesday, August 1
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. D. M. Doty at
Kentucky Lake with members
to meet at the church parking
lot at eleven a.m.

Sunday,July 30
Kenlake State Park activities will include interfaith
worship services at campground amphitheatre at 8:30
a.m.; closest to hole contest at
golf course from nine a.m. to
five p.m.; water balloon toss
on hotel front lawn at one

First Baptist Church WMU
will have its general meeting
at 9:30 a.m. at the church.

p.m.; tennis lessons on hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride at

horse stables with charge of
one dollar per person at 6:30
p.m.; movie, "The Seventh
Voyage of Sinbad," at hotel
meeting room at eight p.m.;
movie quiz at hotel meeting
room at 9:30 p.m.

State Resort Park campground at eight p.m.

Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the lodge hall on
Highway 121 North at seven
p.m..

pATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Howard
McCallon
of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Sunday,July 30
Descendants of A. J. Allen
and Molly Vinson Allen will.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
have a reunion at the Murray- -meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway County Park at Dexter Center.
noon. For information call
I,uvean Maupin, 753-3644.
Ellis Center will be open for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For inMonday,July 31
formation call 753-0929.
'Adult
Great
Books
Discussion'Group will meet at
Activities at Kenlake State
the Calloway\County Public
Park will include arts and
Library at seven p,rn. with Dr:
crafts in recreation room at
A. M. Wolfson toNiead the
ten a.m. air hockey tourdiscussion on Dawkins."The
nament in game room at one
Selfish Gene."
p.m., pool extravaganza at
hotel pool at 2:30 p.m.; hula
Monday,July 31
contest at campground
Activities at Kenlake State hoop
bathhouse
at 3:30 p.m.
Park will include water tower
hike at the water tower at ten awareness walk at hotel front
a.m.: frisbee fling at hotel porch at4:30 p.m.; hayride at
front lawn at one p.m.; pie horse stables with cost being
eating contest at patio room at one dollar pec,person at 6:30
two p.m.-, pathfinder program p.m.; slide program on
at campground bathhouse at "Living With the .River" in.
three ,p.m.; longest pop top recreational room at seven
chain contest at hotel front p.m.; Lakeside Singers in
porch at four p.m.; bunco at hotel meeting room at 8:30
hotel patio room at 4:15 p.m.; p.m.; slide program on riveç.
hayride at horse stables, one in recreational room 41 9:45
dollar per person, at 6:30 p.m.
p.m.; around the world at
Presentations
and
hotel basketball court at seven
p.m.; movie,"Pardon Us," at demonstrations on solar
campground amphitheater at energy will be shown at Center
Station, land Between the
eight p.m.
Lakes, from two to five p.m.

Organizational meeting of
Red
Cross
Uniformed
Volunteers will be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 1:30 p.m. Former,
present, and prospective
volunteers are urged to attend
and for information call 7531421.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets, Murray, at 7:30
p.m.

BROACH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Darell Broach
of Hazel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Marvin
Dale, weighing seven pounds
212 ounces, measuring 19'2

inches, born on Monday, July
24, at 12:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Darell, Jr., age nine, and two
daughters, Melissa Kaye, age
eight, and Chrissie Lee, age
seven. The father is employed
by Thurston Furches.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Broach of
Murray Route Seven and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Colson of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Thomason of Benton.
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Activities In Land Between
the Lakes will include a
Blacksmithing demonstration
at Empire Farm from one to
four p.m., and stream stroll at
Golden Pond information
station at two p.m.
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Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.

- 0
Sunday, July 3
Fifth Sunday Singing of
Baptist
River
Blood
Association will be held at the
Kirksey Baptist Cluirch at
1:30 p.m.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
was Osro Butterworth.
,

Ti

Murray Assembly No. 19

Swim guest day for
Murray High School Class of
1968 will have its ten year preschool through third grade
reunion with get acquainted will be held at the Oaks
time at high school from 10:30 _ Country Club.
a.m. to twelve noon, and
Film on giant Canada goose
banquet at Jaycee Civic
and
auto tour will start at
Center at 730 p.m. Cut off for
refund on reservations is July Center Station, Land Between
The Lakes, at two p.m.
28.
Country Trend band will
perform at Lake Barkley
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The Ride To Glory
After Casey Jones had been with the
I.C. Railroad for twelve years, he was
offered the honor of piloting its fastest
passenger train, the New Orleans
Special, better known as the "Cannonball." Casey's run was 190 miles
long, and it meant that he would have to
move to Memphis and give up his pride
and joy, No. 638. But he decided that
this was what he wanted, and, on the
first of the year in 1900, Casey took over
the Cannonball.
The accident_ that claimed Casey
Jones' life happened the night of April
29, 1900, only four months after he had
taken over the Cannonball. He and his
fireman, Sim Webb had brought the
train into Memphis on time, but then
the trouble began. It seems that the
trouble began When the engineer who
was scheduled to take over Casey's run
called in sick; since there was no other
crew available, Casey and Sirn were
asked to "double out," even though
neither had had any rest. This they
agreed to, if the Cannonball were
conditioned for the trip.
While this was being done, Casey and
Sim grabbed a quick meal. When they
returned, they learned that the Cannonball was miming late, although they
had brought it in on the first leg of the
trip on time. By the time they left
Memphis, they were 95 minutes late.
As the train left Memphis, Casey
Jones opened up the throttle, trying to
make up the lost time. It wasn't a clear
night, but Casey was familiar with the
road, and by the time he pulled into
Grenada, he was only 35 minutes
behind schedule. When he passed
Winona, he had made up almost all of
the time.
But at the next stop, complications
arose. At Vaughn, several trains were
on the siding, requiring that any other
trains going -through had to "saw"
through the tracks in the train yard.
And somewhere south of Vaughn, were

two northbound trains, both running
late.
This was in the days before automatic
signals, where safety on the tracks
depended on strict adherence to rules,
and alertness. Torpedo flares were
placed on the tracks, so that if an
engineer failed to see the flagman, the
train would set off a flare, warning of
trains ahead. The two late trains had
been moved to side tracks, enabling
Casey to go on through the yard, and
would have remained there, except for
the arrival of another passenger train.

The life he leads is shared by others
in cash-strapped cities who are increasingly militant. In recent weeks,
Detroit, San Antonio, Texas, and
Tuscaloosa, Ala., have faced labor
showdowns or strikes as garbagemen
complained of low pay, poor working
conditions and how they are treated by
their bosses — and the public.
In Newark, labor troubles have been
averted this year, but Rouse and his
two work partners on one recent day
had complaints and feelings that

In the unsuing jumble of moving the
trains out of the way for the Cannonball, the air hose on one train burst,
leaving four cars on the main line. It
was at this point that Casey Jones came
thundering dawn the two-mile stretch
outside of Vaughn, approaching a long
curve. He had the throttle wide open,
try ing,to make up the last few minutes
he was behind. He failed to see the
flagman, evidently, and when the
torpedo went off, Sim Webb saw it and
motioned to Casey to slow down. Casey
immediately put on the brakes, but for
some reason, he failed to sound his
famous whistle.
,As they rounded the curve, Webb
looked into the darkness and could see
the lights of the caboose ahead. He
yelled for Casey to jump, but Casey
shouted back, "You jump; I'll stay."
It was later reported by eyewitnesses
that Casey had cut the speed of the
Cannonball from 70 to 50 miles an hour
when Sim leaped, and in the next 300
feet, he cut the speed down even more,
but not enough to avoid the crash.
When the Cannonball ploughed into
the train ahead; it totally demolished
the caboose, a car of hay and the two
cars ahead of it, turning the Cannonball
over on its side.

When Casey's body was found in the
wreckage, he still had one hand on the
throttle and the sitter on the air-brake
control. He hadn't broken his record —
he was the only one killed, or even
seriously injured. If he had leapt when
his engineer did, he might have saved
By The Associated Press \
his own life, but it is pretty certain that
Today is Saturday, July 29, the 210t
day of 1978. There are 155 days left in many others would have been killed in
%
\crash.
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
song about Casey Jones was
On this date in 1920, air mail service
opened between New York and San started by a negro engine-wiper in the
I.C. yals by the name of Wallace
Francisco.
Saunders.
tur
4iders had known and
On this date:
lov Casey
when he heard that his
In 1729, Carolina became a royal loved
hero had been 1011ed, he started a
province of England.
In 1883, the future Italian dictator, chantey; "Casey 'Jones he was all
'Benito Mussolini, was born in Dovia, right...stuck to his dusty both day and
night...Fireman Say, Casey, you're
Italy.
In 1914, a phone conversation bet- runnin' too fast.. outrun yo' signal last
ween New York and San Francisco station yo' passed..."
marked the beginning of tranFrom this simple chantey Came a
scontinental telephone service.
song, taken by a professional song
In 1940, in World War II, Germany's
writer and polished up here and there.
all-out air blitz against Britain began.
It was an immediate hit. Later on, a
In 1959, Hawaii held its first election
movie was made, featuring the hero of
as a state and elected the first Orientals
the railroad lines. And,in April, 1950, on
to be seated in the U.S. Congress.
the fiftieth anniversary of his death, the
In 1967, a fire killed 134 American
Post Office Department issued a
sailors aboard the U.S. aircraft carrier
commemorative stamp honoring him.
Forrestal off North Vietnam.
Ten years ago: Pope Paul VI reToday, visitors in Jackson, Tenn.,
emphasized the Roman Catholic ban on can see the Cannonball at the Casey
the pill and other forms of artificial Jones Museum, along with other
birth control.
memorabilia of that famous engineer
Five years ago: Voters in Greece- who stayed with his "ship" 30 that
endorsed decisions by their leaders to others might not be- killed.
abolish the monarchy and install
George Papadopoulos as president of a
1
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new republic.
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Today In Hilto\ry

By LEE MITGANG
AP Urban Affairs Writer
NEWARK,.N.J.( AP) — "They throw
out everything in Newark, except
money."
So says Eddie Rouse, who has spent
26 of his 51 years picking up what people
throw away — off the streets, in back
alleys. More often than not, the broken
glass, half-eaten food and jagged
rusting tin cans are not exactly
wrapped in ribbons, much less plastic
bags.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Murray State College will have a
combined football practice field and
baseball diamond by fall, according to
1 H. Key, building and grounds
superintendent. The field will be behind
the physical science building on North
15th Street.
Mr. and Mrs: Charlie Watson Jf
Kirksey celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on July 24.
Gene Preston, Catherine Wasson, and
Bob Agee, known as "Ivory Time" on
Radio Station WNBS, entertained with
a musical program at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Home economics students of Murray
State College under the direction of
Miss Rubie Simpson today visited the
Hollis Appliance Company.

Eight mailboxes in Calloway County
were damaged or destroyed by vandals
this week, according to Deputy Sheriff
Curt Willoughby.
Bobby Hester was inducted into 'the
U. S. Army in the July draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective
Service.
Deaths reported include Alvin
Downs, age 94, Mrs., Hattie Cooke
Beale, age 84, and Mrs. Annie Laurie
Farris.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene M.Schanbacher
and children, Greg and Lori, will leave
Aug. 5 for a two years' stay in Ethiopia,
Africa. He will serve as technical
education advisor with the university
there.
Meg. Lash (Ella) Clayton of the Hazel
and Mt. Pleasant communities
Noble J. Gregory. Congressman from
celebrated her 80th birthday with a the First District, spoke on the growth
special family celebration on July 23. and construction of the Gilbertsville
Dam at the meeting of the Young
Business Men's Club of Murray.
The Coldwater school building and its
Dr. Kathleen-1 Jones, medical
contents
were destroyed by fire on July
missionary from Indonesia, will show
slides--and speak at the First Baptist 21.
The home of Mrs. Annie Gant and her
Church on Aug. 4 at seven p.m.
Buford Hurt will be the speaker at the daughter, Tensil Mohundro, located on
Kirksey Methodist Church on Aug. 3 in the Highland Road in Calloway County,
was destroyed by fire on the morning of
the absence of the regular minister.
July
28.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mabel
Deaths reported this week include
Hargrove,age 53, and Cooper Charlton,
Mrs. Ruby Cole, age 58, Mrs. Ina Wells,
age 53.
Murray lost to Hinton in their game in age 67, and Miss Annie Tressie Cude.
Evelyn Lou Lockhart of the Lynn
the Prep Leatue baseball tournament
being played at Murray High School. Grove 4-H Club was awarded a silver
This is a double elimination tour- medal at the district 4-H Club Camp at
Ballard County for having been an
nament.
outstanding
4-H camper.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges and daughter.
Nancy, of Idaho are visiting friends in
Murray.
Michael Todd's "Around The World
in 80 Days" is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.

40 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

mirror what undoubtedly is a national overtime, they will cram the truck full
attitude toward this very necessary, if of the city's refuse three times a day,
not the most noble, occupation.
dumping it each time in landfill in that
Rouse works with Emmet Gurley, 53, greatest of junkheaps, the New Jersey
a garbageman for 28 years, and Peter marshlands. They will walk about PI
Metteaux, 45, who's been hauling trash miles.
for nine years, supporting 17 kids, two
None of the three men view their task
of them college-bound.
as anything more than -just a job."
None of the three is growing rich on None fatl their job is greatly apabout $200 a week.
preciated.
Their place of business is a Newark
But they are thankful, at least, that
garbage truck. From 6 a.m. until 2 there is labor peace in Newark. The
p.m., maybe an hour or two more in .city's sanitationmen will sign a contract Monday calling for an average of
4.5 percent raises, bringing top salaries
to $10,600 a year for truck crews and
$11,600 for drivers.
But if Gurley, Rouse and Metteaux
are any measure, most of the nation's
sanitationmen are just happy to be
working at a time when city layoffs are
commonplace. But they are indignant
over the low regard people seem to
have for them and their jobs.
"Yeah, they do look down on us. It
used to bother me more when I- was
yOunger," says Gurley shouting over
the din of the garbage compacter.
"People sometimes look at you like you
might be dumb. And they hold their
nose when the truck goes by."
As they spoke, the three knelt down to
scrape a stinking heap of unbagged
trash from a deserted street. Gurley
used an old wooden plank as a shovel,
pushing broken glass and jagged metal
into the gloved hands of his partners.
The newly exposed gutter came alive
with maggots and flies.
"This job's just as important as a
policeman, a fireman or a doctor. Just
think of the diseases people'would get
without us," says Metteaux.
"Some people used to remember you
around Christmas, maybe an older
person would give you a bottle. But now
lately, uh-uh. Those days are gone,"
says Gurley.
"We need some new equipment.
That's the whole problem. I've seen it
bad but it's a whole lot worse," says
Rouse.
None of the three say they take much
verbal abuse from people complaining
about infrequent or sloppy garbage collection. The worst language comes
'from driverg stuck behind their slowmoving truck.
"Some people can get kind of snotty
Births reported this week include a
boy, James Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs. You gotta take it. You can't say nothing
Albert Enix on July 22, and a boy, back," says Gurley:
So what's the toughest part of their
Jimmie Dan, to Mr. and Mrs. Osro
dirty job? Not the heavy loads, or the
Butterworth on July 16.
Marriages announced this week .flies, but "beating the heat."
"Oooh,that breeze feels good," says
include Miss Laura Nelle Nanny to
Rouse as he hangs onto the outside of
Clifton Cochran on July 23.
Katie Tarry of Murray is a staff the cab as it trundles to the next stop
member at the Baptist Assembly at where 10 garbage cans, filled to the
brim, are waiting.
Ridgecrest, N. C., this summer.
"I'll take the winter and snow
anytime."
Would Gurley, Rouse or Metteaux be
The home of W. B. Scruggs, located happy if any of their children followed
one mile north of Hazel, burned July 15 their footsteps? All three said no way.
with the loss estimated at $3,500.
"That's why I'm doing this job. So my
Published this week are old kids can have better things," says
photographs found of Nathan B. Rouse.
Stubblefield, inventor of wireless
telephone, and the five men who
financed his work. The men are R.
Downs, Ben F. Schroader, George
McLarin, John P. McElrath, and Conn
Linn.
Deaths reported include Randolph
White, age 45, Mrs. Lena Stubblefield
Beadles, and Jesse Wilson, age 92.
The Murray High School Alumni
Association held its fourth annual
banquet in the basement of First
Christian Church on July 19.
Herman Broach, manager of the
Collegiate Inn, said that within a short
while a new structure will be underway.
Will Warren, principal at Lynn Grove
High School, has recently returned
from Lexington where he has been
doing graduate work at the University
of Kentucky.
The Temple Hill Epsworth League
presented the play, "Old Fashioned
Mother," at Aurora on July 22.
The Outland Homemakers Club met
at the home of Mrs. A. B. Lassiter on
July 19.

50 Years Ago
•
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Carrier's Needed

30 Years Ago
A three-bed maternity ward at the
Murray Hospital has recently been
redecorated and refurnished by the
alumni of Murray High School as a
memorial to Ed Filbeck, school principal.

Apply In Person To

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. -All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be.typewritten and
doubk spaced and shou d be tarterptes-nt- generet
interest..
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.

P. Delaney,Jr.

Ledger & Times
ivluentryth
103 North 4th
I.
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Munay Business News Briefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

States Aviation System Needs Expansion
Kentucky needs more
airports if projected needs of
the year 2000 are to be met,
says a study by the Kentucky
TranDepartment
of
sportation.
The study, v% loch .sees • Um
need for 15 new airports,
replacement of some others
and improvements to almost
all the rest of the state's 60
airports, says expenditures of
more than $332 million in 1976
dollars will be necessary to
accommodate a projected 8.5
million passenger load.
The chief deterrent to implementation of the plai4.will
be its high cost, the study
concedes.
Federal funding of 75 to 90
eligible
for
percent

development projects at
airports is available, and
other federal grants and loans
can be obtained for such
enhance
that
projects
economic growth
But because of increased
competition of these dollars,
more local funding may be
necessary for airport construction and expansion
The study, the first major
took at the state's aviation
system since a similar plan
was done in 1971,examines the
needs in each of the state's 15
Area Development Districts
based on the continuing trend
that has seen air transportation activity rebounding
to record levels since 1974-75.
Recommendations for the

Purchase ADD are: New
small airport for Bardwell,
major additions for Paducah,
upgrading for Murray, Fulton,
Mayfield and Kentucky Dam
State Park airports.
General aviation (private
aircraft I growth has been
especially strong and likely
has been stimulated by the
effects upon business travel at
the 55 mile per hour speed
limit, the study says.
Currently, Kentucky is
served by major airlines at
five airports: Greater Cincinnati I Covington),
Lexington's Blue Grass Field,
Airport,
London-Corbin
Louisville's Standiford Field,
and Padueah's Barkley Field.
Three other airports - at

Bowling Green, Frankfort and
Owensboro --have corruhuter
service; the remaining 52
airports serve
general
aviation aircraft only.
The study notes deficiencies
in current air service - for
Kentucky's major airports,
though some improvement is
on its way, notably for
Louisville's Standiford Field
which recently won a threeyear case that will bring new
nonstop service to six major
markets and the introduction
of a new airline, Hughes AirWest.
The most severe deficiencies in service, the state study
says, are at Lexington's Blue
Grass Field, which is expected
to experience a 300 percent
increase in passenger demand

by the year 2000; air travel
throughout Kentucky is
projected to grow N) percent
during-that period.
Some
physical
improvements already are
underway at Blue Grass, with
$1.5 millionto be spent in 1978
in this year on a safety and
communications building, a
baggage conveyor system,
parking lot expansion arid
installation of new runway
lights.
Needs exist at most of the
small airports in Kentucky as
well and the study urges attention to those needs to keep
Kentucky in the vanguard of
those states aggressively
supporting aviation as an
integral pati of their transporation system."

BENNM & ASSOCIATES
Group Insurance Specialists
,
Serving West Kentucky S. Tenn.
Representing

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273

part of prospective buyers. So potential of your home; show
don't go to bat with one strike Him!
against you. Make your home
3. Help your realtor show your
marketable by asking a
home.' You'll make the
the
realistic price based on
prospect more comfortable
economic, climate, other
inspecting your house if you'll
current sales in neighborhood
avoid having too many people
and various features of the
around. Send the children
house itself. Your realtor is an
(and pets!) out to play, turn
expert at considering these
off the television set or stereo,
factors to establish the
and don't distract the
current value.
potential bdyer with small
2. Consult your realtor about
talk. Don't offer suggestions
properly preparing your home
on redecorating; he may
for sale. Scrubbing from
decide that -he can't afford
basement to attic will pay
both the purchase price and
dividends, particularly if your
decorating expenses. Don't
bathrooms and kitchen
sparkle. A freshly painted apologize for your home; it's
front door invites a positive not a museum but a place
first impression, as does a where people live. Above, all,
well-trimmed lawn and un- let your Realtor discuss price
cluttered yard and garage. an terms with the customer.
Tighten loose knobs, repair He is the sales professional,
sticking doors and drawers, and that's why you hired him.
fix that leaky faucet. Clear Selling your home today is
away unnecessary items from more than a simple matter of
closets and storage areas to placing an ad in the
make them appear more newspaper. It's a detailed and
spacious. 'Open draperies to time-consuming procedure in
keep your rooms sunny and which you often deal with
attractive. Turn on lights for highly mobile, sophisticated
evening stuiwings to create an prospects who may have far
aura of warmth. Don't make more experience than you. Do
his yourself a favor and have your
the
prospect
use
imagination to see the realtor handle the sale for you.

THE BEST PROTECTION
*LIFE INSURANCE
*FIRE INSURANCE
*AUTO INSURANCE

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU
31111 S.56

RAY T. MACS
R. TERRY SROACM
1753-4103

MEEZE
PROFITS

Ron Wright
Awarded

The
Small
Business
Administration's business
loans and counseling services
have helped thousands of
small firms originate, expand,
and prosper. Prospective new
business owners, aa well as
persons already in business,
will have the opportunity to
find out about assistance
available from SBA on the
first Thursday of each month
in Paducah.
A representative from the
Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) will be
at this agency's part-time
office at City Hall, Commissioner's Chambers
(second floor), Paducah,
Thursday, August 3, 1978 from
9:00 a.m. till 12:00 noon.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling (502)
442-7561.

The

"D;ret worry
about
.
the storm,dear?"
iv.
?1,
t

11
,;c.1041/1:
Koep your fawn safe, and-hrthsr.bkrelrIty clamping down on
carelessness! Make regular checks of farm machinery, buildings and electrical wiring A soh farm is a paying farm!

153-4151

.

-

SUNROOF SELECTION — Toyota's hot-selling Celica CT Liftback and Sport Coupe
models are now being offered with an optional factory installed sunroof. The new
sunroof joins a long list of features being offered on the Celicas, named "Import Car
of the Year" by Motor Trend magazine.

--4

pyrolytic self-cleaning oven,
and is the only gas range on
the market today with a see- through window oila pyrolytic
oven.'' The o'en features a
short., two-hour cleaning
cycle.
Tappan officials 'say the
additional enerty-savings is
accomplished in several ways
on the Convectionaire. First,
because the oven works on a
forced-air principle, foods
cook more quickly and no
preheating is necessary to
overcome the thermal barrier
in the foods and in the oven
cavity. In conventional gas
baking, the oven must usually
be preheated for at least 10
minutes.
The biggest savings in gas
fuel, however, is the result of
the constant recirculation of
heated air. In the convection
oven, approximately 90 per
cent of the hot air is constantly
reintroduced into the oven,
rather than being vented out
into the kitchen as it is, on
conventional' gas ranges.
Because heated air is forced
directly into foods and is
constantly in motion, baking
and broiling can be done at
lower temperatures, and
cooking times are shorter.
Tappan officials feel the
Convectionaire represents a
breakthrough in gas cooking
and performance and is
designed
. to
meet
homemakers' needs, not only
today, but in the future as
well. Additional models
featuring the convection oven

NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
—NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A -7FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A—FORD
NEED A CAR? RENT—A.—FORD

Women In
Business

. Piz

WICHIT
world-wid
restaurant
unit milest
opened its
months afl
unit numb
Located
the landmi
1,792

cornBei
For some 400,000 Americans
this year-160.000 of them
women-"doing it my way"
will mean going into business
for themselves as proprietors
of gift shops, candy stores,
cosmetic studios, card shops,.
.fashion boutiques, service
stations or any of the variety
of other small business enterprises. .
According to the Small
Administration
Business
nearly half will fail with two
years, due primarily to
inadequate record keeping,
poor planning and lack of
experience.
What it takes to make a go in
small business enterprisemotivation, organization,
financing, selecting a location,
insurance, and so on-is
discussed in a new booklet.
"Your Own Business: What's
In It for You," available free
of charge by writing to Womert
in Business, 9130 Bellanca
Angeles,
Los
Avenue,
California 90045.
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PARKER FORD INC.
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We at the

Bank of Murray
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Congratulations
to
Ron Wright
David Travis
James &Betty.Clayturt_ -
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principle are slated for introduction in 1978.
The new Convectionaire
(Model 30-3867) is available in
White, Coffee, Fresh Avocado,
Harvest Wheat and Almond.
A lower-priced Convectionaire (Model 30-3847) is
also available in the ow-rent
Tappan
lin e.

ACTOR
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"lAk've got the Shield!"

Murray Insurance Agency
Bel Air Center

••

A new top-of-the-line Convectionaire gas range has
been introduced by The
Tappan Appliance Division,
replacing and upgrading the
first convection gas range
announced by Tappan in the
fall of 1976.
•
The new Convectionaire
Ron Wright
(Model 30-3867) retains all of
the energy-saving benefits
found on the first Tappan gas
convection oven models, but
has been restyled in the back
panel and manifold control
panel areas.
According to Michael J.
Ford 14,yision of the Ford
Carducci, Tappan
Vice
Motor Company recently
President of Marketing, "The
announced that Ron Wright
convection principle was in
has attained the status of
research and testing for
Master Sales Counselor in the
nearly five years before being
Ford Society of Professional
released by Tappan, and has
Sales Counselors for 1977.
enjoyed an excellent reception
Wright is the Truck
Manager for Parker Ford, by both dealers and conInc. in Murray. The honor is sumers since its introduction
over a year age."
awarded to sales personnel
Tappan officials say that the
who display extraordinary
sales achievement during the convection oven principle
calendar year. The honor shortens most cooking times
based on a point system tied to dramatically and saves
sales. 800 Points qualifies for substantial energy as well,
the title of Master Sales when compared to conventional gas ovens.
Counselor. The next step for
The new Convectionaire
Wright is 1500 points and
Grand Master Sales Coun- also features energy-saving
pilotless ignition of all burselor.
ners,a feature saving as much
He has been with Parker
Ford since April 1976. Wright as 35 per cent on fuel when
said, -I really appreciate the compared to ranges with gas
encouragement the Parkers pilots.
"We have added many
have given me and I am proud
to be associated with them." refinements that our market
Wright is a -1968 graduate_of_._ tests have shown are imto
today's
Calloway County High Schdof portant
Carducci
and he attended Murray State homemakers",
University. He and his wife, added. "The new Conincludes
a
the former Linda Darnell, vectionaire
have two children. They are
5, and Jennifer, 3.

SBA
In
Paducah —

FARM ACCIDENTS

,

Tappan Introduces
Convectionaire Gas Range

Tips On Selling Your Home
If vou are a homeowner who, making your' flume more
has decided to relocate, saleable. Of great importance,
first. he can assist prospects with
one . of, . your
pridrities will be selling financing to speed the sale,
your • ...present home. Unfor- and he can give advice on such
tunate, many people take a details as title search and tax
haphazerd approach to this considerations.
overwhelming
Despite these advantages,
somewhat
you may decide to handle the
project.
Do you Ian to sell your sale yourself in order to save
home your lf, or hire the the real estate commission,
drually paid by the seller.
tor?
. services of a
\ mind, though, that
In today's competitive Keo\M
believemarketplace, the advantages Manyof a Realtor are increasingly ( wheather-true or not) that
- apparent. His experience and owners inflate the price of
; knowledge of the current their home by the amount of
and
commission,
housing market in your area the
enable him to help you. generally may try to force the
establish a realistic price for price down accordingly if
: your home. His continuing dealing directly with you.
shoes,
saleman's
advertising program offers a the
, ready vehicle for exposing remember these key points for
your home to potential buyers. a faster and smoother sale:
1. Don't overprice your
He'll save you the annoyance
of countless phone calls and home! An inflated price tag
visits from unqualified will cost you, time and money.
'.window-shoppers" and will The longer it sits on the
accommodate you schedule by market, the greater are your
setting up appointments to expenses for mortgage inshow your home. He'll.handle terest, taxes, insurance an
the negotiating and best of all, maintenance- A house which
he'll put his sales know-hbw to remains unsold over a long
period of time often raises
work on your behalf.
In addition, your Realtor speculation that -something
can offer valid suggestions for must be wrong with it" on the

set,
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ACTOR AND ASTRONAUT:International relations at the U.N. couldn't have been better when these your put their heads together at a reception following the recent
United Nations World Disarmament Conference. The reception, arranged by-GEK)D
HOUSEKEEPING magazine, was in honor of Valentina Nikolayeva-Tereshkova, the first
and only woman in the woman in the world tri orbit the earth. Valentina (third from
tett), who is a member of the Supreme Soviet Presidium and president of the Soviet
Women's Committee, was one of the distinguished speakers who addressed the Conference. Seen here with Valentina, promoting world relations on a smaller scale, were
(from left) Paul Newman; John Mack Carter, editor-in-chief of GOOD HOUSEKEEPING;
Valentina; and ludmila Balakhovskya, head of the International Department of the
Soviet Women's Committee.

Pizza Nut Reaches Milestone
1,708 franchised restaurants in
49 states and 12 foreign
countries. With this opening,
there are 15 Pizza Hut
restaurants in the state of
Massachusetts.
Pizza Hut, Inc. was founded
in 1958 by brothers Dan and
Frank Carney in Wichita. and
opened its 1000th unit in

WICHITA, Kan. — The
world-wide
Pizza
Hut
restaurant system reached a
unit milestone this week as it
opened its 3,500th unit, just 10
months after the opening of
unit numher. 3,000
Located in Hudson, --Mass.,
the landmark's unit represents
1,792 company-operated and

November, 1972. The Pizza
Hut system has an annual
growth rate of more than one
new unit per day.

What do thousands, perhaps
millions, of men and boys all
over the world who each day
put on their B. V. D. boxer
shorts or Fruit of the Loom
underwear have in common?
Their undergarments may
have been made in Kentucky.
Union Underwear Company, Inc., Mased in Bowling
Green, is the world's largest
producer of men's and boys'
underwear, sold principally
under the Fruit of the Loom
and B. V. D. brand name.
Three of Union Underwear's
17 plants are in Kentucky.
employing about 5,700 people
at the plant in Bowling Green,
Campbellsville-and Franktort
The annual payroll of the
three plants in Kentucky is
$38.5 million, notes John B.
Holland, chairman and chief
executive officer.
The Bowling Green Plant,
established in 1941, employs
1,100; the Campbellsville
plant has 3,600 workers and
the plant in Frankfort employs about 1,000.
A $21 million expansion
project at the Campbellsville
plant, expected to be completed by late 1978 or early

The Hudson Pizza Hut
restaurant is owned by Pizza
Hut or New England; Inc., a
division of the Maverick
Company franchise.

Louisville.
In the past four years, the
company has spent more than
$65 million to expand its
production capacity, adding
four more plants and creating
more than 3,000 jobs Its 17
plants employ more than
12,000 people.
H011and says in addition to
the large expansion at the
Campbellsville plant, Union

The stockholders of Begley
Drug Company re-elected the
following directors of the
corporation at the annual
meeting held Monday, June
26, 1978, at the company's
central
offices
and
distribution center in Richmond,Ky.
Robert B. Begley, Richmond; Robert J. Begley,
Richmond; Lee H. Golden,
Cynthiana; Russell Steele
Gregory, Danville; James K:
Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Robert L. Maddox, Jr.,
Louisville and Donald R.
Snyder, Richmond.
Also, the stockholders
elected an additional member
-to the board of directors, Dr.
Robert R. Martin, Richmond,
State Senator from the 22nd
District. A native of Lincoln
County, Dr. Martin received
an AB degree from Eastern
Kentucky State College
(presently Eastern Kentucky
University), and MA degree
from the University of Kentucky and an Ed. D from
Teachers College, Columbia
University. He taught in
Mason County public schools,
served in administrative
positions in the Division of
Finance, State Department of

,
Because of the energy
problem, one of the more
recent items in the capital
expenditih•e program is the
provision for alternate fuel
supplies.

Claytons Win Trip
Based On Sales
The Magnavox Company
notified James and Betty
Clayton,. owners of Clayton's
formerly J & B Music), that
they had been awarded an all
expense paid trip to Hawaii.
The Hawaiian Holiday trips
were awarded to -dealers
nationwide based on record
sales during the second
quarter of 1978.
This is the second trip the
Claytons have earned this
year. In March of this year,
the Magnavox Co. awarded

them an all expense trip to merchandising policy that
Vienna as a result of record extending a 100 mile radius.
sales for 1977.
The Magnavox Co. -will fly
the Claytons from Nashville to
The Claytons have been Chicago where they will board
busy for the past year a 747 jet that will carry the
redefining, expandin_g_ and group
to Hawaii for seven funremodeling their store. They filled
days.
now specialize in Magnavox
The Magnavox Co. exTV's and stereos and
perienced a nationwide 27 per
Wurlitzer pianos and organs.
-,cent increase in sales for the
They attribute their success to
first half of 1978 while the
quality products, the largest
industry grew at only 16 per
selections in the Jackson
cent for the first half of the
Purchase area, no-hassle
year.
service and an aggressive

Local Agent Recieves Award

84/ilt ite TES
Every'married couple
should review their
financial circumstances
•
periodically to be sure
the wife understands all
details. This could be
extremely important if
the husband should die
or
become
inby Bill Boyd
capacitated.
If you want our help with your financial planning, we'll be glad to give you the benefit of our
experience.
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1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

INC.

SECURITY FEDERAL

753-5213

New

Money Market Certificates
6 Month's

From Gravel Trucks
To Service
Pick-Ups
The Best Protection
Comes From Us

Call 753-4451

For example, July 27 through August 3
1
4% more than
the rate is 7.67% which is /
4( the treasury bill.
Each Week's Rate is
Based on the Treasury Auction

4('

4,

Free Estimates
Best Quotes IR Tea&

- Putdoni & Thuriffair
Insurance
Billy Thurman

Underwear each year has
substantial capital
expenditures at each plant for
modernization.

MILWAUKEE — Harold D. bership in the Marathon Club
Travis, Murray agent of the for insuring 100 or more
Northwestern Mutual Life people during the agents' .•
Insurance Co., was cited July year.
24 for outstanding life inHonor presentations were
surance sales among the
Finance hi 1959, and in 1960 Cleaners located in Iowa, company's more than 3,600 made at the 98th annual
was appointed the sixth Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, agents nationally during the meeting of the Association of
president of Eastern Ken- Tennessee and Florida. 1977-78 honor year which Agents of Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co. at
tucky (College) University, a Subsidiary operations include ended May 31.
position he held for 16 years B & B Equipment and Supply
He is associated with NML's the firm's Milwaukee home
until his retirement in Sep- Company, the primary sup- Joseph C. liudley district office on July 24 to 26.
Northwestern Mutual is the
tember, 1976.
plier to the Company's dry agency, Paaucah, of the
Member FDIC
Company officers re-eleCted cleaning units. It is a publicly Marvin L. Smith general nation's ninth largest life
insurance company, with
for the coming year by the held company with its stock agency, Evansville, Ind.
directors include Robert B. traded in the over-the-counter
Travis achieved mem- assets of over $9 billion.
Begley, chairman of the market.
***************************
board; Robert J. Begley, ********************************************************************
4(
president; Donald R. Snyder,
-7
vice president, secretary and
*
treasurer; Clarence E. Fain,
vice president merchandising,
advertising and distribution;
Millard L. Gevedon, vice
president real estate and
internal audits; Antonios G.
Karambellas, vice president
drug
store
operations;
Wendell W. Lake, vice
president dry cleaning
operations and Joseph G.
Whitaker, controller,
assistant secretary and
treasurer.
During the meeting the past
year's record revenues, income and earnings were
• *
highlighted. Revenues increased 13.9 percent. Net
income was up 33.9 percent.
Earnings increased $.57 per
common share to $2.03, up 39
percent over last year's figure
of $1.46.
Begley's operates 36 fullline retail drug stores and six
pharmacies in Kentucky, plus
50 Big "B" One Hour Dry 4(

GENT
CHING

.• •

munities in Kentucky" and
factors he describes as "the
work ethic of people and good
attitude toward work by
Kentuckians."
Union underwear products
can be bought in most major
department stores in the U. S.
Major Kentucky customers
include-Dollar General Corp.,
based in Scottsville, and
Consolidated
Sales
of

Begly Drug Elects Directors

Education and was elected
Superintendent of Public
Instruction in 1955. He was
appointed Commissioner of

1•••••

1979, will add about 925 new
jobs there.
The addition will increase
the size of the facility by
125,000 square feet to 625,000
square feet; the present
Campbellsville plant was
completed in .1953.
Union Underwear's Kentucky products include the
men's and boys' briefs, boxer
shorts, undershirts and the
athletic undershirts. In addition to B. V. D. and Fruit of
the Loom, the company
manufactureres the Derby
and Diamond brands 'for
major department stores.
Recently the company
began manidacturing "color
teeshirts which are widely
used by the silk-screen industry.
The company's Kentuckymade products are sold
principally in the United
States, but are also available
worldwide with large markets
in Europe, Canada, Mexico,
Puerto Rico and South
America.
Holland says the benefits of
the company's Kentucky
locations are "the relationship
and support of the corn-

Van Navirrsteek

All accounts are insured in) to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may .be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

$10,000
Minimum Deposit

Go
Passbook

Passbook
Savings

Savings 8 Loan Association

12 OR 24 MONTH

30 MONTHS

EQUAL HOUSING

1

LENDER

*

759-1234
New
8 Year Certificate
80/
0
8.33% Effective Annual Yield
$1,000 Minimum Deposit

48 MONTH

6 YEARS

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates *

3
4%
3
4% r12% 7/
3
4% 6'/2% 6/
1
4% 5/
5/
.0,!••••••.

**' 539% Effective
4(
Annual Yield

•

•
4(41.*

21.41-****

*

'-

Iftectitt
Anneal Yield
$500 Minimum
Deposit

1.72% Effective
Annual Yield

$.98% Effective __
--Annual Yield

7.19% Effective
Annual Yield

8.06% Effective
Annual Yield

*

Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Certificates)
*CIMISTNAS CUM ACCOVNTS URN 5% INTEREST *
4LIF ist4*** •t* -kt 4.4, ******************************** ******44,-*********40:444-***•11(4t****•44t4t*
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Paducah Tops Murray 4-3 For Legion Title
secutive wild pitches to
By TONY -WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor allow Sheer to advance to
ni,ti,d- third. After a walk to Rico
g:
gur
h rsaeyvewna lobnla
nin
Tghsr,o usi
Sutton,
Robert
Scheer
by Paducah starter Kent singled to right to make it 2Canter on three hits and 0.
Paducah made it 3-0 in the
trailed 3-0 in the second
game of the American fifth on another inningLegion District 1 playoffs at
Ty Holtand Stadium.
..And when Pot 73 finally
reached the righthander,
knotting the score in the
eighth on Dean Cherry's
bloop double and Keith
David Ryan and Robert
Tucker's two-run single, it Billington posted the lowest
finally seemed that the scores Thursday as the
momentum was shifting.
junior golf program at the
But Paducah bounced back Murray Country Club swung
in the bottom of the inning into its final week before its
with the go-ahead run on annual invitational tourJames Watson's ground-rule nament next Thursday,
double for a 4-3 lead, then August 3. _ _
subdued a Murray rally in
Playing in the 14 years old
the ninth for the victory and and over bracket*, David
a spot in next week's posted his six-over-par score
Western Sectional.
for ,nine 'holes. Jo Beth
Murray starter Brad Oakley had a 46 to pace the
Taylor turned in a strong girls in the same age group.
performance, scattering six
Robert's score was the
hits and fanning seven, but best of the 12 and 13-yearthose hits were timely as olds.
Post 31 scored single runs in
In the 10 and 11-year-old
the third, fourth and fifth competition, Mark Waldrop
innings to assume its early was the boys' medalist with
lead.
45. while Leslie Foster led
Taylor retired the first six the girls with 58. Her score
hitters he faced before was for six holes.
Mitchell grounded a single
In the 8 and 9-year-old
to left to open the third. He group, Chip Adkins posted a
stole second, then advanced 37 for the six holes played,
to third on catcher Howard. leading the boys, while Lee
Quigley's bunt single.
Holcomb was the girls'
Canter bounced a ball to medalist with 44.
Tucker at third,_ scoring in the -7-years-old
Mitchell, but Quigley held up under group, which played
at first on the hit, giving only three holes, John
.Murray an easy double play Muehlem4 was the boys'
and eluding a liossible pacesetter -with 25, while
Paducah uprising.
Shannon Contri was low for
Taylor began to encounter the girls with 29. In the
control problems in the beginner group, which went
David only one hole,
fourth,
walking
Heather
Scheer on four pitches in the Grogan was the low scorer
fourth, then tossing con- with 13.

Ryan, Billington

Post Low Scores

Leaping_To The Legion Title

-

Murray's Jeff Jackson slides safely into second as Pedersen second basemen James Watson
leaps
high for the throw from catcher Howard Quigley. Paducah swept the three-game series with o 43 victory Friday.
Stiff Pipets by Tony Wilson

opening base on balls, a
Taylor
started
the
stolen base, a wild pitch and Paducah eighth off with a
an RBI groundout by David bang. He strucJic out Sutton,
Scheer.
who hammered two homers
Both teams settled down and a triple Thursday, on a
until Murray's comeback in soft change-up.
the seventh.
But Routt threw wildly to
Bob Thurman drew a one- first after fielding Ronnie
out walk from Canter and Sctieer's grounder, before
advanced to second on a Tim Cash singled to right to
fielders' choice. After Taylor put runners on first and
walked, Cherry lofted a third.
towering fly to short center
That brought up Watson,
that just fell in, scoring who laced Taylor's offering
Thurman and., putting run- to deep center to give
ners on second and third.
Paducah the lead for good.
That brought up Tucker,
Luck was as big a killer of
who homered in Thursday's Murray's rally hopes in .the
10-6 opening-game loss. He ninth as the Paducah
laced a 2-2 pitch to right to defense. Larry Watkins hit a
tie the game at 3-3.
-high chopper to short; but
Center hit Keith Tynes the throw beat him to the
with a pitch to put two bag by a split second.
runners aboard again, and
Bill Wilson, pinch hitting
Blaine Peck, who tosied one for Routt, drilled a liner
and one-third innings of between first and second,
hitless ball Thursday, came but right at Watson for the
on in relief. He retired second out.
David Stripling
on
a
Thurman kept the inning
grounder to first to end the alive a bounding single to
inning.
right, but Jeff Jackson

struck out to end the"vetin
test.
Murray ends its season
with an 11-18 record, while
Paducah, which will host the
sectional at Brooks Stadium,
is 32-15.
Irmo!
Bob Thurman,ss
Jeff Jackson,cf
Brad Taylor,p
Dean Cherry,c
Scott Tucker,3b
John Dehtun, If
Keith Tynes, If
DavitStripling,lb
Larry Watkins, rf
Stan Float,2b
Bill Wilson, ph
Paducah

66 . 6

b.

4 1
5 0 g
3 1 0
4 1 1
4 0 2
2 0 0
1 0 0
3 0 1
1 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0

0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

el

bi

Poem*
r

b

- Mike Poole, If.....
3 0 0 0
David Scheer, .2 1 0 .0
Rico Sutton, rf . .. , .
3 0 0 0
Robert Scheer,cf
4 1 1
Tun Cash,lb
5 0 1
James WaLson,2b
4 0 1
Donnie Mitchell,3b
3 1 2
Howard Quigley,c
2 0 1
Kent Canter,p
2 1 0
Blaine Peck, p
0 0 0 0
Murray
000 000 030-3 6 2
Paducah
001 110 01X-4 6 2
Brad Taylor
Kent Canter
Blame Peck

b6 be Idly
is •
6 4 4 6 7 0
7% 5 3 3 3 2 1
1 0 0 0 1 0

Brad Taylc
st Poducal

Zimm er
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By BRU
AP Sp
Rich G
City Roj
pitcher, 11
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Boston surprise I
Don Zinur
"Everyt
against
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Rose Continues In 'Luckless Streak'
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Pete Rose of the Cincinnati Reds will go after
tte 84-yearold record of Bill
Mhlen today, despite what
he calls his "luckless
streak."
Rose hit in his 40th and
41st consecutive games
Friday
in
Cincinnati's
double-header against the
Philadelphia Phillies,
passing the streak that Ty
Cobb had in 1911 and
equalling George Sister's
1922 string. Dahlen, playing
with the pre-1900 Chicago
Cubs, hit in 42 consecutive'
games in 1894.
In the second game, Rose
grounded out twice before
_gettinf up in the sixth in-

ning. He then laid a perfect
bunt down the third base
line, beating it out without a
throw.
said to myself, 'I'm
hitting the ball good and
they're catching it,. so I'll
try • something different,—
Rose said.
"I really wanted to get a
hit in the sixth inning,"
Rose said. "I could visualize
not getting another at-bat in
the game."
The nightcap of the
doubleheader, which the
Reds won 2-1, was a pitchers' duel between Reds'
ace Tom Seaver and Phils'
left-hander Steve Carlton.
Carlton had held Rose
hitless in 13 at-bats this
season before his bunt

Captain D's,

FISH
DINNER •

S
- PECIAL
.99

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies

single.
Seaver, 10-9, went 82-3
innings, giving up seven hits
and a ninth-inning run
before relief ace Doug Bair
finished up. Carlton, 9-10,
went • the distance., yielding
seven hits.
Reds' catcher Johnny
Bench homered in the sixth,
his 13th of the season and
301st of his career, for the
first run of the game, and
Cincinnati added a run in
the seventh on Dave Concepcion's • bases-loaded
single.
The Phils won the first
game 12-2. Greg Luzinski
homered twice, retaking the
National League lead with
25, and drove in five runs,
while Mike Schmidt drove in
four runs with a homer and
single.
Randy Lerch, 5-6, won the
opener with a complete
game, scattering nine hits,
including a third-inning
double by Rose. Fred
Norman, 9-5, gave up seven
runs in 32-3 innings for the
loss.
Today, Rose and the Reds
face Philadelphia's Jim
Lonborg, 7-8, in a day game
(2:15 p.m. EDT).
Before Rose broke the
record Tuesday, the modern
National League record of 37
games was held by Tommy
Holmes. The string of 44
games in 1897 by. Willie
Keeler, a National League
player, is not •gesterally
modern
by
recognized
record keepers. If he keeps
going, however, Rose could
tie Keeler's string Sunday
against Philadelphia's Larry
Christenson.
NL games
In other
and
Friday,
Montreal
Atlanta split a pair, Atlanta
winning the opener 6-4 and
Montreal taking the nightcap
:
4 1; San Francicsco finished
up a suspended game with
Chicago, winning 9-8, then
lost 10 in the regularly
scheduled game; Houston
nipped New York 4-3 in 10

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers shoo lune ass
rocctivoil tImir Immo dolivorml
copy of Tim Mvoroy lodger IL
rime. by WO p.m Illooday•
Friday on by 3130 p.m. so Setmr•
Joys its aratil 1, AM /531914
berms' 5:34 p.m. mod 6
66464113.4ridor,.. or _3:31 p.m
mml 4 p.m. futtordoyo, to mows
Iolvory of Moo oinospopot. Calk
must bo *cod by 6 p.m.

Value

weekdays or 4 p.m Sortowdoys
.•

ft, pal

to persotto• dofivory

Murray & Paducah
4

innings; San Diego clob- only run with a single in the
DeJesus - had
bered St. Louis 8-3, and Los seventh.
Angeles downed Pittsburgh walked off Bob Knepper, 11and stole second.
7-3.
Astros 4, Mets 3
Braves 6-1, Expos 4-4
Enos Cabell drove in the
Bob Horner and Joe Nolan
each hit two solo homers to winning run in the 10th with
give the Braves their fifth a sacrifice fly,scoring Terry
victory. Dave Puhl. Houston, which had
straight
Campbell, 4-2, was the. trailed 3-0, tied it with three
winner, and Gene Garber runs in the bottom of the
ninth off Mets starter Jerry
picked up his 15th save.
In the nightcap, Ellis Koosman.
Art Howe singled with the
Valentine got his 19th homer
of the year and scored baes full, Wilbur Howard
twice, helping the Expos drove in a run with a
snap a seven-game losing fielder's choice, and Jose
streak. Dan Schatzeder had Cruz tied the game with an
a four-hitter going into the RBI single. Reliever Skip
ninth inning until he yielded Lockwood, 7-9, got the loss,
Gary Matthews' one-out and Joe Sambito, 4-6, took
homer. Darold Knowles the win to give Houston its
came on but got in trouble fifth straight win.
Padres 8, Cards 3
with a walk and a single,
and Mike Garman got the Gene Tenace homered
twice, his first homer
save, his ninth.
snapping a 2-2 tie in the
Giants 9-8, Cubs 8-1
The first Giants-Cubs sixth, and Randy Jones, 8-9,
game was the conclusion of went the distance, scattering
a game started on July 20 in nine hits, to give San Diego
Chicago. Jack Clark had hit its fourth victory in a row.
a two-run homer and singled John Denny, 8-8, was the
in San Francisco's ninth run loser.
Dodgers 7, Pirates 3
before the game was halted
Dusty Baker drove in twoby darkness.
When the contest resumed, runs with three singles and
Gary Lavelle, 9-7, pitched Tommy John, 12-7, helped
11-3 scoreless innings — his own cause with a basesgiving him .a total of 314 loaded double to give Los
innings in the game — and Angeles its fourth straight
Randy MOffitt -finished for victory.
_John left with one out in
his seventh save.
,In the regularly scheduled the eight, and Terry Forster
game, Dennis Lamp, 4-10-, - mopped up for his 14th save.
tossed a seven-hit shutout, John Candelaria, 8-11, was
his third this season and the loser.
Jerry White drove in Ivan
DeJesus with the game's

ABOUT A
The built-in differences. It's heated and cooled with an
electric heat-pump..And to keep heat in its place (outside in
summer; inside in winter), Super Saver Electric Homes have
extra thick insulation; R-aO over the ceiling and R-19 in walls
and under the floor.
If you're thinking of building a new home,check out the Super
Saver Electric Home Program. Just ask us for a free folder that
explains how you can build a house that will cut electric bills
dramatically.
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West Ky. Rural Ele-ciric
Murray-Mayfield

Rose Ready
For More Play

CINCINNATI
AP)
Pour on the pressure.
:.:incinnati
Reds
third
baseman Pete Rose will
have another helping as he
pursues Joe DiMaggio's 56game hitting streak.,
The 37-year-old Rose tied
and passed Ty Cobb's 40game streak by hitting in
both games of Friday's
doubleheader
against
Philadelphia and now, with
after 41 games, he stands
tied for the fourth longest
streak in major league
baseball history with George
Sisler.
Only Bill Dahlen with 42
—anti Willie—Keeler -with 94
stand between Rose and
- 14114seg4elet —major Imola.
record set in 1941.
After it was all over
Friday
after the interviews before, in between
and after the second game,
Rose was ready for more
baseball.
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The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
Present

A Tribute To Elvis
with
Artiallentz & The American Dream
Friday & Saturday
Aug. 4th & 5th at 8 P.M.

IPA

With Jack Bastian & The Sound
of The Tijuana Brass
at the

r.icAusEi
.c9./iaty.

Murray Calloway County_
Jaycee Fairptunds

In

I Comm
13 Golf P

3 miles sopth — Hwy,121110._

Ticket;

$4

Advance

5

Tickets available at Bank of Murray & Peoples Bank in MurraN
at the
e do'or

Also available at Wait-Elkins and Music Center in Mayfield
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LuckyStrikes Win
In State Tourney
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Dibbs Does Not Think
Seeding Gives Much Edge
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Taylor Delivers
Brad Taylor delivers in the third inning of Friday's American Legion District I playoff game against Paducah. Taylor pitched a six-hitter, but Paducah won 4.3.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Although he is second
seeded, Eddie Dibbs doesn't
believe that will be much of
psychological edge as he
moves
into
today's
semifinals of the Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
"Seeds
don't
mean
anything. Anybody can beat
you," said Dibbs, pointing
out that two of the three top
seeds already have been
eliminated from the $175,000
event.
Dibbs, playing out of
Miami Beach, Fla., ousted
Nick Saviano, 6-2, 7-5,
Friday to set up his battle
with eighth-seeded John
Alexander of Australia, who
turned in an easy 6-1, 6-1
decision -over Patrice- Cornejo of Chili.
Brian Gottfried, the top
seed from Bonaventure,
Fla., was eliminated Friday

Zimmer Not Surprised

Gale Looks Even Better
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Rich Gale, the Kansas
City Royals' hot rookie
pitcher, looked even better
-than usual Friday night in
Boston - which didn't
surprise Red Sox Manager
Don Zimmer one bit.
"Everybody who pitches
against us looks good
because we're not syringing

Insurance.
Ask us about
the best
combination
of price,
protection
and service.

Representing
FEDERAL
KEMPER

Bob Massey
107 N. ilt1i
INSURANCE 753_4931
COMPANY
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Fast-Way Swingers (Bowling
Green) 18, Tiggers (Princeton) 0; Fancy Farm *17,
Harem (Bowling Green) 0.
Games today include. the
Lucky Strikes against Paris,
Tenn., at 10 a.m.; Ohio
County against Dover and
the Lexington Stingers
against Fast-Way.
The finals will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m.

Murray's Lucky Strikes
were among the first-round
winners Friday night in the
Kentucky Girls' Junior
Division State Softball being
held at the Murray City
Park through Sunday.
They topped Owensboro by
an 8-2 count. Other results
were Ohio County 28, Bardwell, Ky., 7; Smith Grove
16, Cunningham, Ky., 1;

the bats well," Zimmer said
after Gale blanked Boston 40, limiting the 'Red Sox to
eight harmless singles.
"I didn't think this slump
could happen," said Carlton
Fisk of the Red Sox "It's
tough to play a red-hot team
like the Royals when you're
as cold as we are."
Boston's American League
East lead over -Milwaukee
remained at 41,z games
because the Brewers were
beaten by Toronto 3-2 in 11
City,
innings.
Kansas
meanwhile, opened a fivegame AL West edge over
California, which lost 5-4 to
Baltimore.
In the rest of the AL,
Detroit beat Seattle 4-3,
Texas defeated Chicago 9-5,
Cleveland downed Oakland
4-2 and Minnesota beat New
York 7-5 in 10 innings.
While the Royals were
winning for the 13th time in
14 games, Gale was picking
up his fifth straight victory
and sixth in his last seven
decisions, raising his record
to 12-3 and lowering his

earned-run average-to 2.62.
Blue Jays 3, Brewers 2
Milwaukee had a victory
in the bag until Dave
McKay of Toronto led off
the bottom of the ninth
inning with a homer.
Then Paul Molitor, whose
triple had led to the
Brewers' go-ahead run in
the sixth inning, gave the
Blue Jays with the game,.
Rick
away
throwing
11th-inning
Bosetti's
grounder. John Mayberiy
drew a walk from Bill
Castro to lead off the inning
then pinch-runner Willie
Upshaw was bunted to
second before Molitor made
his error.
Orioles 5, Angels 4
California pounced on Jim
Palmer for four runs in the
fourth inning, three on Brian
Downing's bases-loaded
double. So the Orioles
returned the favor by.
scoring four runs in the
seventh, the final two on
Rich Dauer's double. Palmer
wound up with his 13th
victory and Don Stanhouse,

Enjoy your Florida Vacation
at the Exciting

who came on in the ninth
inning, picked up his 14th
save.
Tigers 4, Mariners 3
Dave • Rozertia pitched a
fivehitter against Seattle and
Lou Whitaker hit his first
major league homer, a twoout, tworun shot in the
bottom of the ninth as
Detroit beat Seattle.
Ron LeFlore's single
preceeded Whitaker's blast
into the upper deck in right
field off Enrique Romo.
Thompson
also
Jason
homered for Detroit. All of
Seattle's runs came in the
seventh inning when Leon
Roberts' bases-loaded
grounder to third bounced
off Aurelio Rodriguez's glove
and rolled down the left field
line for a three-run Aron
Rangers 9, White Sox 5
Paul Mirabella was a
winner in his major league
debut, even though Chicago
ran him off the mound with
a four-run eighth inning,
three of the runs scoring on
Lamar Johnson's Wale.
Bonds
Texas' Bobby
ripped a pair of two-run
homers and Al Oliver
smacked a two-run .dotible
as the Rangers scored five
runs in the first inning.

Indians 4, A's,2
Cleveland's Rick Manning
broke a seventh-inning tie
with an opposite-field single
after Duane Kuiper had
Singled and moved to third
on a sacrifice andgrounder.
Andre Thornton's triple
and Tom Verjrzer's single in
the eighth gave the Indians
an insurance run.
Twins 7, Yankees 5
Willie Norwood entered the
• I days.,1 nights- room accenirrieRatleaS
game as a pinch-hitter in
• Resod-trip transfers to and from letprort
the sixth inning but save his
• Invitation to ear Monday "Girt Acellainfed'
11•111 Pinch Party
best shot for the 10th, a two• 2 trips to Waltilisney World Ind
out, two-run homer that beat
admission, hos transfer, II-Adventure
Tierra Beek per worsen
the Yankees.
• Admission Into The Dark Continent/Basch
Gardens, including bus transfers
Roy Smalley also homered
• Complimentary transportation to & from
for
the Twins. New York's
Rocky Point Cell CIO, shopping Mall.
Austin's luxury Cinemas, beet
Graig Nettles sent the game
• Unlimited day/might tennis. Cmirt
into extra innings with a
reservation privileges
• Map el Watt Disney World • ire* IfwereM tworun double off winning
iced ileitis of champagne In room on arrival
• fell social program • cisyriimismary MSS reliever Mike Marshall in
baths, peel and beachtld• lounges and seeds
the eighth inning.
From

Cfal,-.1Se-AW Inn
'BEACH RESORTS
Make this "COMPLETE RECREATIONAL
WORLD" your headquarters for your visit
to WALT DISNEY WORLD.,
- Luxurious -informality! Beautifully appointed rooms and
suites, completely air-conditioned, all with Color TV.
• Orange Peel Coffee Shop
• Lighted Tennis Courts
• Fishing*
• Resident Tennis Pro
• Ping Pong
ca. Unique Tennis Boutique
• Sauna Baths
• Sailing & Boating*
• Escorted Tours
• Golf Privileges
• Olympic Heated Pools
• On Premises Putting Green
• Game Rooms
• Private Beach*
• Children's Play City
• Water Skiing/Instructor
• Lawn Games
togocial Directors
• Laundromats
Lancelot
Lounge
• Sir
• Tortoise Lounge*
• Nitely Dancing &
• Planned Activities
Entertainment
• The Oyster Bars Restaurant * • Cocktail Parties
• Camelot Restaurant
• Flat ties Dinner Theatre
• Gift Shop
• Shuffleboard*

Could 1,u
you say
"NO!"
to this package?

$9775

4e. person
Per

8 Days • 7 Nights
Rate April 22 to December 15, 19711
,4
$_
& A Inc

*At South Resort
PHONE (813) 8844561
Lam um
ams pm ma am am am
am
- "CAUSEWAY INN BEACH RESORTS
cco.iitamcarnppCatrriataLTAILPA, _FLOP'DA_33601

• Free Courtesy Car Service
_to and from airport
-4---serd-ethee selee1001110114, -

Travelers D Disney World Package fl Wcationers
[3 Faintly Groups
Golf Package
1] Honeymoon Package I • Excellent Meeting Room
Jacoitties
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I
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• Free Self Parking
•

III • MODERATE RATES
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I

CITY STATE, ZIP

TAMPA. FLORIDA

• See your Travel Agent
He knows us best

by No. 7 seed Wotjek Fibak
of Poland, 7-6, 6-1, while No.
3 seed Manuel Orantes Of
Spain was surprised by
Harold Solomon of Pompano,
Fla., 2-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Fibak will play Solomon in
the other semifinal match.
Solomon said his strategy
was to keep Orantes moving.
"I tried to open up the court
in the second set and move
the ball around."
They were tied three
games apiece in the second
set when Solomon turned the
match around and took three
of -the next, four games.
In the third and deciding
set, Solomon rolled to a 4-0
lead before Orantes put on
an impressive rally, winning
four straight games and_
breaking Solomon's serve
twice to tie the set at 4-4.
But Solomon came right
back tvivbreak Orantes' serve
and win the next two games
to win the"match.
"I changed my racket
when I was down 3-0 in the
second set and I started
playing better even though I
lost the next game," Orantes
said.
Two non-seeds, meantime,
reached the finals of the
U.S. Junior Clay Courts
Tennis Tournament here.
Ray Disco, a product of
Forest Hills, N.Y., scored an
impressive 6-3, 6-2 victory
over John Corse of Atlanta,
the No. 2 seed and defending
Champion.
from
Mayotte,
• Tim
Springfield, Mass., removed
Marcel Freeman "of Port
Washington, N.Y., by 6-1, 76..

Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
GOLF
WETHEFtSFIELD, Conn.
- Phil Hancock shot a 7underpar 64 for a 36-hole
total of 128, the lowest total
for two rounds on the PGA
tour this year, to take the
second-round lead in the
$210,000 Sammy Davis Jr.Greater Hartford Open.
Mark Hayes shot a 63 to
take over second place with
a tworound total of 130.
Joe Inman shares third
place at 131 with Larry
Nelson. At 10-under par
were. Rex Caldwell, who shot
his second . consecutive 5under-par 66, and Rod
Funteth.
PLYMOUTH, Ind. JoAnne Carner shot a 6under 66 to take a one-stroke
lead over veteran Marlene
Hagge after the opening
round of the fifth annual
Hoosier Classic. •
Veteran Kathy Whitworth
was all alone in third place
at 68. Mickey Wright shared
fourth place at 69 with Pat
Bradley.
Peggy Conley was alone at
70 while, Jane Blalock
finished at 71 along with
Alexandra Reinhardt, Beth
Solomon, Marilyn J. Smith,
Mardell
Wilkins, Vicki
Fergon, Janet Aulisi and
Cathy Morse.

Monday Special:

Our Chopped
Sirloin Meal

2.19 simANN

With fries or baked potato
and topping, Stockade
Toast, drink. A complete
meal, priced like a snack'

groCKADE
BEL-AIR CENTER

Four-Hit Swing
Murray North's Pat Wilson swings at a pitch is Friday's Kentucky League All-Star tournament
final. Wilson laced two doubles and two singles as North seek.14-12 victory.
stet Photo by Tony Wilson
.A.

Final-Inning Rally Carries
North To Ky.-Championship
Someone should remind
the Murray Northi All-Stars
that the winning team
doesn't necessarily have to
make
a
final-inning
comeback for its 'victory to
count.
The all-star squad, trailing
12-11 heading into its final at
bat in Friday's final against
the Mayfield No. 4 all-star
team, staged a three-run
rally for a 14-12 victory and
the championship of the
Kentucky League Ail-Star
tournament at Murray's
Kentucky League Field.
That win, together with
North's 11-10 win over
Mayfield No. 2 Thursday,
gave the squad two winning
rallies in two days.
Chris Padgett opened
North's sixth by being hit by

a pitch before Scott Nix
walked.
First baseman David Dill
tripled them home to give
North a one-run lead, and
Pat Wilson slammed a
double for an insurance run.
Pitcher Mark ,West then
promptly struck out the side
in the bottom of the frame
to preserve the game and
the championship.
Mayfield No. 4 trailed 10-6
in the fifth, but scored five
times to take its short-lived
lead.
Wilson's single in the first
inning helped North jump to
a quick 4-0 lead. He later
slammed another single and
two doubles.,
Nix added a walk, a
double and a single, scoring
three times. Dill scored

three times, Wilson four,
and West and Padgett twice
each.
The championship game
was representative of the
entire tourney, in which
every contest was marked
with high scores and fencerattling hits.
Scores through the eightteam tourney (four from
Mayfield, four from Murray)
included 5-3, 10-5, 12-8, 12-2,
11-10 and 10-8.
This marked the second
straight year that a Murray
team has captured the title,
but North had to beat the
odds. It was the only
Murray squad remaining
heading into Thursday's
semifinals.
Murray North
423 113--14 13 S
.
Mayfield No.4
210 360-12 10 4
Mark West and Chris Padgett: "K.
Mathis and D James.

Some Practical Ways
To Help Lower Your
Electric Bill
INSULATION The best way to save the most electricity is to
insulate your home. Compared to a home with no
insulation, one with full insulation can reduce
heating costs by half, cooling costs by one-third.
Put at least R-19 in the attic and R-11 under the
floor. If you can only insulate one area, make it
the ceiling to cut off heat's main escape route.
For new homes, we recommend Super Saverstandards-R-30 in the attic and R-19 in the walls
and under the floor.
For complete information about insulation and
how you can install it yourself, ask your power
distributor for a copy of JNSTALLINC ROMP
LISSULA ON
(`11"re ers to the ability of a material to resist
the flow of heat. The higher the R-number, the
greater the insulating value.)

WATER HEATING
The electric water heater is on duty 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year so you can wash your
dishes, your clothes, and yourself. This is why is
averages 22 percent of your annual electric bill.
. To lower the cost1. Wrap the electric water heater itself in 3k42inch-thick insulation.
2. Set thermostat(s) at 150 degrees or lower.

COOLING
Averaging a little over 12 percent of your total
annual bill, air conditioning is the third largest
user of electricity in your home. To save money
whilestaying cool, you should1. Set the cooling thermostat no lower than 78 degrees. (You may be asked to
raise this temperature in times of energy shortage.)
2. Purchase a correctly sized air conditioner with a high energy efficiency ratio
(EER).
3. Leave storm doors and windows in place year-round.
4. Close draperies on the sunny side of house."
5. Keep air conditioner filters clean.
6. Vent clothes dryer to outside.
7..Do heat-prodi4cinciobs, stwl) aa cooking and washing. during the civieula___
of the day.

ray

System

nc
153-5312
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Butch Cree's

Group. Olin, East' Alton, II
one gate -shall be entitled to
62024 or McGraw Wildlife
all privileges and imFoundation, P.O. Box 194
in
munitiek given .citizens
Dundee, IL 60118.
another."
During the course each
Those young or old)
folks who would like to have trainee is granted $400 per
month and provided with
a good job in the out-of-doors
and other training
books
the
into
check
should
,materials. Trainees • are
following opportunity.
expected to provide their
Applications are being acown meals and housing. At
cepted for the Shooting
the end of the training
Preserve Management
period, the trainees are
Training Course held each
assisted in finding emfall and winter for two
ployment on private or
trainees „at Nibo Farms near
public shooting preserves
'Brighton, - Illinois. Nibo
With diminishing game
Farms is a division of Olin
habitat, and increasing
Corporation of Winchesterantihunter propaganda, it
Western farne.The farm is a
does make sense for each
700-acre experimental and
shooting
hunter to assume the indemonstration
dividual responsibility of
.
preserve
making the best possible
Candidates interested in
and voice for his sport
face
program
eight-month
the
aren t
Because many
may write for information
of
sportsmen's
rs"
-joine
to
forms
application
.and
groups, they assume there
either: Conservation
isn't much they, as inWinchester
Department,

The National Wildlife
Federation tells us Elk
hunting in Montana is
neither a privilege nor an
immunity that must be
extended to hunters visiting
the state. The U.S.‘prerne
Court in a case involving
Montana's. 822.5 price tag to
out-of-state hunters for
which state residents pay
only 830. The decision effectively gives the okay to
other states that practice the
same rate discrepancies for
resident and nonresident
sportspeople. In the majority
opinion, Justice Harry A.
that
Blackmun' said
recreational hunting was not
"basic or fundamental"
the
enough to enjoy
protection of the clause in the
U.S. Constitution which
guarantees that residents of

Good Sam Club News
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club held its monthly cam pout
at the Rushing Creek Campground in the Land Between
The Lakes with B. C. and
Orpha Grogan as wagonmasters and Ned and Beth
Wilson as assistants on
Friday. Saturday, and Sunday. July 14. 15, and 16.
An ice cream supper was
held at the Grogan campsite.
on Saturday night. John
---Bowicet---presidetit-.--presided
at the meeting and Linda
Rogers, secretary, read the
minutes
Sunda!, morning the club
members attended the worship services at the campground conducted by the
Rev_ Buzz Rabatin, minister
of the First Presbyterian
Church, Murray.
Dan. Carol, Kevin. and
Shane .Kelley were new

%Wm?.
..r

members of the club present.
Others present daring the
weekend were John and Joan
Bowker„Andy, Linda, Greg,
and Lori Rogers, Ned and
Beth Wilson. J. B. and JO
Burkeen, Jimmy, Sherry, and
Ginger Graham, Fred and
Martha Butterworth, B. C.
and Orpha Grogan, Hugh and
Larue Wallace, C. W. and Dot
Jones, Rudolph and Opal
Howard, Jack and Betty
_W_agar--,--Charlia-,
APBP-I,
and Melissa Adams, A. A.
Doherty, T. G. and Estelle
Shelton, Hunter and Winnie
Love, and Bill and Noretta
Hill.
During the weekend of July
21. 22, and 23, several members attended the Summer
Fest held at Rushing Creek
and assisted in the serving at
the hospitality tent.

ism soloist
Fishing Line
If you-did any trotting lest
week you know that the
sauger and stripes were
hitting pretty good.
It seems like the water
level was. unsuitable for
awhile but is continuing to
drop slowty anyway. This
-causes the fish to leave the
good trolling bars and ledges
for two or three days at a
time
Ricky Lowe and Chris
Miller brought in a real nice
stringer of sauger, crappie
catfish and largemouth bass
lest week.
,
They were fishing around
the Blood River area and
really had a ball The largest
bass went over six pounds
according their debar

I fished with some clients
over the weekend and we
found several good sauger
along the main river channel
and two pound plus white
bass under Eggner's Ferry
Bridge.
If you care to wrestle a
white bass try fishing under
the bridge and you won't be
sorry.
We thre* the one ounce
slab spoons white) letting
them sink to the bottom, then
we reeled in fairly fast and
the strikes were truly elbow
jarring. You might be able to
take your limit of fish in a
very short time.
Have a good weekend and
HAPPY FISHING.

Let's see now.. enclose ten
dollars in this envelope and
mail before...or is that this
one.. is three applications
the limit here -or five...do we
mail this one this week and
that one next...ten dollars, _too late "Yip's'This is
exaspirating!
Sound familiar Happens
every year, trying to get that
hunt application in for this
place or that. If you haven't
put in for Ballard County
bonus deer hunt, you are too
late. If you wish to apply for
the LBI, quota hunt, you
have until August 4. The LBL
hunts are quite different this
year from previous ones.
You are permitted to apply
for only one state this sear and you may apply for on one
hunt, gun or bow or youth.
The quota bow hunt in
Kentucky, which is our main
interest of course, will take
place in the Environmental
Education Center at the
same time as the gun hunts,
November 13, 116, 18-19, 2122, and 28-29.
Legal game for the quota
bowhunt is one white-tailed
deer or fallow deer of either
sex. Note that fallow deer
are not legal in any other
hunts. Also, you may take
two deer this year in LBL,
prov ded one is taken during
the quota hunt. Hunters
previously having taken a
deer elsewhere in Kentucky.
are eligible to take a second
deer at LBL. So, it looks as if
we hunters may have an
exceptional season in store.
You may pick up applications at the Information
and Between The Lakes and

dividuals, can do. Not so. In
fact, there are some imminent things each of us
must (Jo.
They're emphasized in the
results of--a-Tttent survey
made in a major eastern
hunting state. Landowners
were asked why they had put
up -No Hunting" signs. Here
are reasons given.
1) Protection of their
families and property; 2)
increasing number'of hunters coming on their lands
without asking permission;
31 unsportsmanlike'conduct,
like: leaving trash and beer
cans, cutting fences. and
abusive language; and 4)
increasing numbers of
hunters in their fields.
. At this mid-year period, we
should remember these four
key complaints. It's a good
time to remember those
on
landowners
whose
property we hunt and let
them kiiowwe appreciate the
privilege. Thus we each
make a beti,er voice and face
for the sport of hunting.

4it 4's Make Great Vocation Vehicles

With each year that passes,
it seems that all of us are
more vacation
growing
oriented. Whether this is due
to lifestyles and jobs that
afford us more affluence and
leisure time, or a result of
drastically increased mental
pressures and demands from
former years we are not
altogether sure. Perhaps a
both.
of
combination
Regardless, Americans are
people that enjoy and seek out
recreation, and the price tag
connected with this tendency
is astounding in terms of the
amount annually expended.
With the coming of the
government mandated
shrunken cars along with their
suddenly weak motors and
impossibly tall gear ratios, the
public is rapidly taking an
about face in their customary
methods of travel for
vacations. The family car has
almost left thehighway for the
history book. The pickup
truck, the van, the four wheel
drive, and other truck based
vehicles are rapidly becoming
the choice for the vacationing
faraily.
Si Risk lismarlif
We get lots of questions each
small game awards system, summer regarding purchases
while you are there, get your
of four wheel drives for towing
bowhunting permit. That's and a large- game awards
trailers and vacationing in
about all the information I system. We also scheduled
another animal-round shoot
general. Will they pull a travel
have from this regulation
for . the fourth Sunday in
pamphlet. Don't forget,
trailer? Can they carry a
August. This shoot will begin
August 4 is the deadline. As
family of four or five in
at two o'clock. Everyone is
Jong as the applications
comfort? What do I need to
welcome to an afternoon of
postmarked August 4 or
know if I order a new four
good fun and shooting
delivered by 4:30 p.m. CDT
wheel drive to pull my trailer?
C.Ornpftition.
at the WtIdllfe Management
Which Is-best? How bad is the
I just filled out my apOffice, at Golden Pond, they
gas milage? And on an on and
plication to the United
will be accepted.
on.
are
bowyers
Bowhunters of Kentucky.
Local
Frankly, four wheel drives
This is a growing state-wide
beginning to get the "itch"
are a great vacation vehicle.
organization dedicated to the For many reasons. They can
as they begin the task of
bowhunters in Kentucky.We
tuning their equipment for
reach areas inaccessible to
season.
upcoming
need strong organizations to other rigs. Their lower
the
represent us as issues arise gearing enables them to pull
Lovingly, they caress their
which' place our beloved
bows and check their arrows
trailers efficiently. And their
sport in jeopardy. Interested
and find new excuses to run
greater cooling capacity
out and buy something new
persons may join by strtrz- greatly reduces the number of
for this year.
mining an application and roadside volcanoes in summer
I am happy to see that
ten dollars for annual dues
there is a generated interest
to: Vic Morrison, Secretary,
from women in bowhunting
Bowhunters of
United
this year. And for those inKentucky, 100 Roselawn
terested in the new local
Drive,
Independence.
club, The Western Kentucky
Kentucky 41051.
Bowhunters Association, it is
Also, next Saturday, August
alive and well here in
3 at 1 p.m. at Elizabethtown,
The forming of a National
Murray. Last Sunday,
Ky., the United Bowhunters
Association has
Bowfishing
members and interested
of Kentucky will have an
by its
announced
been
persons met at the Land
interested
for
open meeting
E.O.
directors,
executive
archery
Lakes
Between The
bowhunters. The community
(Bob) Morrison and " Billy
range and shot a nonroom of the Rural Electric
Rumbo.
competetive animal round
Cooperative Compri} is the
The_new organization will be
for the afternoon. After a few
meeting site. Further inrecord system for fresh
a
many
and
arrows
bent
formation can be obtained by
and salt water roughfish
missed targets, we concontacting Butch Greer in
found throughout North
cluded that we needed lots of
Murray at 1502) 753-0861.
America. There will be
practice. If the animals had
That's about all.for now. I
and certificates
awards
have
would
we
real,
up
been
am beginning to catch
available for the best roughbeen eaten by a couple of
with myself. Maybe I cen
fish of each species taken
mountain 1 ons, butted down
begin to submit these arwith bowfishing equipment.
the hill by a bighorn ram,
ticles a little more regularly.
The National Bowfishing
who
and
goose
a
by
wish
flogged
If there is anything you
Association's record system
knows what some of the
to see in this column please
will be a means of
other critters would have
feel free to let me know. So
recognizing trophy salt and
done.
here's to the approaching
roughfish
freshwater
Also, the club had a short
Autumn and a great season
Records will be kept on
meeting and approved a
ahead...
length, size, weight and

To The Point..

weather. Most of them have
sturdy enough springs to
comfortably pack the incredible amount of stuff the
normal family always seems
to desure to take along. And
their height affords a great
view of surroundings you pass
thru. And most of them are far
inure roomy inside than the
present day reworked sardine
can soinetines known as a car. .
The following observations
are exclusively our own which
gives you the perfectly
legitimate right to fully
disagree with them if you so
choose..
Vacationers fall into two
broad categories; those that
stay in public accomodations
such as motels while on the
road, and those that don't. The
latter group carrying their
sleeping accomodations along
with them. This group we
separate into four segments;
tents, popup and lightweight,
trailers, travel trailers, and
motorized houses.
Just about any four wheel
drive vehicle does fine for
tenting,
and
traveling
providing its big enough to
seat all family members in
comfort, and possesses
enough load space for the
stuff.(Most of them do.)
Popup trailers are easy to
pull as a rule, and even the
little Jeep CJ's will tug one
along down the highway at the
speed limit. These are a can of
soup for the bigger rigs.
Travel tiaileib- LOILIC, iii
many sizes and features,from
small ten or twelve footers up
to gigantic fifth wheelers over
thirty feet in length. For these
we do not recommend the true
"bobtail's. Little Jeeps,
Toyota's, and old model
Bronco's are not good choices
if you have a travel trailer, of
medium size and up. Blazers,
new Bronco's. Ramchargers,
and
Cherokees
and

Formation of Bowfishing
Associalion Announced

Beset by financial problems? Don't despair!

BUCKS BODY SHOP

HOOKS
Tires, Wheels
and Accessories

Hooks Wheel Alignment
900 Sycamore
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Nsmp Brook,

her-olissieg

753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheelingltrff
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th

a

where taken for roughfish
recognized by bowfishei_ men.
For complete information
on this exciting new
bowfishing organization,
National
the
write
Bowfishing Association, 1895
N. McCart, Stephenville,
Texas 76401.
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permit, each youth MUST
Land Between The Lakes
HAVE A STATE HUNTER
Youth Hunt will
CERTIFICATE
SAFETY
be a 2-day hunt, November
color,.
in
25-26, 1978. AlLhunters must (orange
Arrangements must be made
submit applications postto complete the hunter safety
marked NO LATER THAN
MIDNIGHT AUGUST 4, course in advance of the
Quota Youth Hunt.
1978, or delivered to the
Land Between The Lakes
Golden Pond administrative
office no later than 4:30 p.m. regular quota gun hunts will
be held November 13, 15-16,
on that date.
18-19, 21-22, and 28-29_1978.
Designated hunting areas
will be restricted to those There will also be a quota
bow hunt on these same
youths who will be 100 years
of age and will have not dates in the Environmental
Education Center. Hunters
reached 16 years of age on
must submit applications by
the first day of the hunt.
Each youth must be ac- the deadline for all quota companied by an adult while hunts. For additional inhunting. Legal game and bag formation please write or
limit is one white-tailed deer call TVA. Land Between The
Lakes, Wildlife Mangement,
or either sex.
In addition to a state Golden Pond, Kentucky
license and a Land Eletiffen 42231, telephone 502-924-56027'
The Lakes computer card extension 235.
INIINM10111.101111111116AMIIIMINMAIMMillffirtliffiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiivmainaintial
3
fI,BLi Quota

Thornton
Body
Shop

Boat 'N' Motor
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
•

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Wagoneers, along with Scouts
do a fine job if you stay within
reason. For the really big
trailers we recommend only
the Wagoneer, the International Traveler, the Chevy
Suburban, or a pickup. And
these all need heavy duty
options such as big motors,
low gears, and extra cooling.
Tug it to the campsite,
unhitch, and you're ready to
go exploring all around with
your four wheeler.
Motorized houses can be
anything from a truck with
topper up to the thirty foot
plus motor homes with just
about every comfort devised
by man. The four wheel drive
pickup can pack the house on
its back. We tried this method
for a couple of years and up to
point it works fairly well. You
do greatly limit the versatility
of your four wheel drive for
_exploring and even Superman
won't detach the camper from
very often.
the truck
Something we are seeing a
great deal more of lately is the
"Mini" (the camper built on a
van chassis) and the full sized
motor homes towing a small
four wheel drive behind. You
rumble down the Interstate in
your rolling home, set up
camp, and you're off running
in the bobtail.
The Jeep CJ's are unsurpassed for this. They tow
quite easily and_ make great
rigs for exploring new
surroundings, the tops being
easily removed Tor Thie enjoyment of the scenery.
Weight is a prime factor is
selecting a tow vehicle. About
the only other four wheel
drives we would recommend
are the old Ford Bronco and
the Toyota. Anything else
weighs over four thousand
pounds and is definitely going
to be felt at all times. Scouts
maybe.
The choices are so immense
as to mind boggling. Rest
assured a four wheel drive is
available to fit any of them.
Somewhere in between the
fortyseven Willys Jeep with
the army surplus pup tent and
the styrofoam ice chest with
two taped up cracks; and the
thirty frwil super coach with
C.17 in tow behind you are
bound to find a combination
that is just exactly you cup of
tea. And that's the way it should
be.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
and have a nice vacation.

YOUTH MIT

Shipwash
Outboard S, Stern Drive Service

Fi

I
1

24 Hour. Wrecker Service
2112Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business'.
lllllllllllllllllllllllanisomminswormassessitesansiannllllllllllllll

f
•
•
•
•
•

-•
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•
•
•
II

. Murray Home,&
.
Auto.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
a
H.,,..„ ler the
.
•

MM...111•••

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Carroll Tire Service

•

Oild0O(tfOriSinall'-*

Murray's

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

i:SAW

liar'

Qualified Bear Archery Service
Haw /5)1511

Coldwater Rd
753 6448

Sportsmen:

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

•

•
•
•

753-

1.-se4-

496
ELI71
6444
MSC
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Five Member Committee To Study
Louisville Mayor's Activities
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A five-member aldermanic
committee begins its probe
Tuesday of Mayor William
Stansbury's recent activities,
including a controversial trip
he took prior to a city
firefighters's strike.
"The issue before the
community and the Board of
Aldermen now is whether
the mayor's credibility has
been so seriously undermined by the events
which have transpired that
he cannot continue in
office," Alderman David
Banks said Friday.

The committee was set up
after Stansbury admitted he
lied publicly about a trip he
made July 13 and 14.
Originally, the mayor said
he was alone in Atlanta on
those dates, but later informaton revealed that he
actually was in New Orleans
with a woman aide and
another -couple when the
firemen walked off their
jobs July 14.
"If the mayor's closet is
now clear," Banks said, "it
may be possible for him to
remain in office. If there are

Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Friday's Puzzle

ACROSS
65 Skin ailment
1 Arabian
67 Man's nickseaport
name
5 Woody plant 68 Mine vein
9 Base
69 Spreads for
12 Distance
drying
measure
DOWN
13 Communists 1 Candlenut
14 Anger
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20 Negative
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2 Notice

At the Thursday news NOTICE — The Penmore skeletons rattling in
that closet, we must find conference, a somber and
nyroyal Regional MBthem now and bring them to damp-eyed mayor said he
MR Board, Inc. is
lied to Protect his family
the light of day."
receiving bid proposals
Stansbury, in a televised and admitted that his
for audit of its financial
press conference Thursday credibility and ability to
statements for the year
night, apologized to the city govern had been damaged.
ending June 30, 1978.
He also pledged to work
for lying about the trip.
Bids will be received till
Banks, chairman of the "strenuously, actively and
12:00 Noon, August 7, •
committee of inquiry ap- deeply in the problems of
1978. Specifications are
pointed by Aldermanic the administration and by
available from the
President W. J. Hodge, that way I can restore my
Regional Offices at 735
would not provide details of credibility."
N. Drive, Hopkinsville,
the pending investigation.
A secretary of the Board, Ky.
But he said at a news of Aldermen's office said
conference that past travels Friday morning -that she
of the mayor would be one received more than 100
consideration.
telephone calls and that a
Needed carrier in
He also said the com- majority of the callers exMurray-Hardin area.
mittee would operate under pressed dissatisfaction with
Call Paducah Sun
Stansbury's actions and
self-imposed constraints.
Democrat, 443-1771
-First, we will not go on a apologies.
and ask for Circulation
Democratic - leaders, inwitch hunt but will pursue
Deportment.
only that information which, cluding Gov. Julian Carroll,
expressed
have
indicates the possibility of also
malfeasance, misfeasance, displeasure- with Stansbury's
unfitness or derogation of actions.
Swimming
Carroll told reporters
duty.
Pools
that Stansbury
"Secondly, we will in-so-far Friday
Western Ky. Pools
as possible, consistent with should consider resigning if
our duty to uncover the whole he cannot restore his
442-9747
truth regarding official credibility with the public
Paducah, Ky.
conduct, try to respect the and the party. The governor
privacy of the mayor's per- said his views were not
sonal life," Banks said.
changed by Stansbitry's
The mayor said he went to press conference Thursday
MI McKee' Milk Distriartion
Atlanta and then to New night.
has ic• creme mix for Ws St
Carroll also said he has
Orleans with a Louisville
1100 Cireermrio Drive. 753couple and an aide, Mary had trouble communicating
1310.
Ellen Farmer.- Mrs- Farmer with Stansbury because of
resigned Thursday, the the mayor's top executive
mayor's office said.
assistant, Jacques LeRoy.
Stansbury said he paid for
Seven aldermen have
COLOR PORTRAITS,
the trip, but Banks said asked Stansbury to request
bring us yours for extra
Thursday the alderman are LeRoy's resignation and
copies. Made from any
interested in whether public some party workers claim it
size into any size.
is difficult to get past LeRoy
funds were used.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
Stansbury, who is married, to talk to Stansbury about
x 10 $2.40. Fast service
has denied any romantic city problems.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
Mrs. A group of black ministers
with
relationship
753-0035. Free Parkin,g
Farmer, who recently was scheduled a press conference
lot, use our rear endivorced.
Friday to ask for LeRoy's
trance.
Stansbury was criticized ouster.
by aldermen and others for LeRoy said he has tried to
1 legal Notice
being out of :town at the stay out of the political
start of the strike.
aspects of the office since
And his absence prompted Stansbury became mayor
Jefferson Circuit Judge and has 'concentrated instead
George B. Ryan to throw out on administrative matters.
a restraining order against LeRoy also said he and
the strike July 17 because Carroll "got off really on the
with
foot"
Stansbury was out of town wrong
when a petition for it, disagreements during the
rnayora]
the - mayor's Democratic
bearing
primary.
signature, was presented.

BIBLE FACTS Jesus
says in Matthew 9:37
"The harvest truly is
plenteous, but the
laborers are few:" For
Bible answers or Bible
study call 759-4600. Bible
Services Saturdays 3
p.m. to 4 p.m.
M& G COMPLETE
GLASS COMPANY. We
have expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.
3 Card 01 Thanks
MAY WE express our
thanks and deep appreciation to all our
friends, neighbors, and
relatives for all the kind
deeds and love shown us
during the illness and
loss of our dear husband
Con
father,
and
Milstead. Especially we_
are grateful to Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr.
James
Rev.
and
Garland for all their
prayers and comfort
during his illness and
death. Also to the staff
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospitat-Dr.
Charles Clark, Dr. H. S.
Jackson, Jr., Dr. Vire,
and Miller Funeral
Home. Your expressions
of kindness and sympathy will always be
remembered. Thank
deeply. Tyra
you
Milstead, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Strader, Mr. and
Mrs. Skeet Myers.

Notice

6 Help Wanted

it'sANd
Free Gift Wrapping
Is a specialty at
Starks Nordwors
12h& Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

I
Will/0T WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
FOR
WATKINSProducts. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.
5 Lost And Found
LOST THREE month old
black and white male
kitten. Lost in vicinity of
Old City Park. If found
please call 753-9589.

MLT,1111(SCP), 527-86334
Ext. 24, Benton, Ky.
SEWING MACHINE operators. Sewing experience preferred but
not necessary, full time;
apply Callowa)4
11S
Manufacturing,
Poplar.
Delp Womtod
Exprieemmel breakfast corgi
sod dimmer cook. Maur am&
most he oble to make piss mil
-gook vogotobles. Apply im pie- sixo at Cody's Restmormert so
Corer! Srpmere.

DAY AND NIGHT shift,
male and female, apply
in
pesson, Burger
Queen, 641, Murray.
DRAFTSMAN STARTS
up to $15,000. Call
George Oliver, Lar-Go
Employment Service,
442-8373.

LOST FEMALE Great
Dane, black with white
markings;--ears --lay— „COMPUTER
across top of head,
PROGRAMMER starts
up to $14,000. Call
reward offered. Call 753George Oliver at Ler-Go
0049.
Employment Service,
FOUND WHITE shaggy
442-8373.
haired dog in Central
'Shopping Center. Call
PLAN
PARTY
753-1362 office, 436-5380
SUPERVISOR
home.
-MERRI-e-MA-C----ttryparties has opening for
6 Help Wanted
and
supervisors
MSU LIBRARY is in
demonstrators in your
process of moving and
area. Quality mer20-30 workers are
Highest
chundisefor
needed
apcommission. No inproximately 2 weeks
vestment, delivering or
beginning August 7.
collection. Call Ann
Student wages will be
Baxter collect 319-556paid. Contact Personnel
8881 or write MERRICServices Office, Murray
1277,
Box
MAC,
State University.
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
I Legal Notice

1 Legal Notice
leMC•
,
OT

PEANUT
ID 1)71 U11.1

SW/WI*

BEETHOVEN WOULD
HAVE LIKED

IF BEETHOVEN NEVER
OWNED A 006.1 6UE55
I SHOULDN'T EITHER..i'M
SORRY,CHARLIE E3ROWN..

WHEELING
vacation.

TH15 006!!
C
c -1 77

,outh MUST
'E HUNTER
RTIFICATE
color I.
nust be made
hunter safety
ance of the

NANCT
• •
.
.
.
.•
l•a

en The Lakes
un hunts will
ber 13. 15-16,
28-29, .1978.
be a quota
these same
rivironmental
ter. Hunters
oplications by
or all quotaMalarial inse write or
Between The
Mangement,
, Kentucky
502-924-5602.

COULD I BORROW A
COUPLE OF WATER
GLASSES?--- MINE
ARE ALL BROKEN

OH, OH, HERE
COMES SPIKE,

THE BULLY-

0ten United'Mum Syridleste kre.

IIRTLE BAILEY
wHAI ,
10
YOU THINK
OF MY
IDEA,
SIR?

GEE, YOU
-SURE PUT
TWINE'S
BALDLY

YOUR CHOICE OF
--WORDS 51-1f4K5, TOO

On111110111t1111111

on
'LOUIE
I THINK I'LL GO
TO VVORK WITHOUT SHAVING %THIS MORNING

PONT FORGET, PAGWOOD,
TODAY'S THE PAY YOU
ASK MR.
DITHER. S
FOR A
RAISE

I GANT ASK
FOR A RAISE
LOOKING LIKE
A BUM

4.

t

I3EG/N
1

rsen:

NOTICE OF HIGHWAY DESIGN APPROVAL

TN MANTON

!s in,
Is Dept.
ipmen1
oN

highway imThe Bureau of Highways is planning to proceed with the development of the proposed
has apAdministration
Highway
Federal
the
Since
Kentucky.
provements on 12th Street(US 6411 in Murray,
phase of
next
the
on
work
begin
will
Highways
of
Bureau
the
project,
this
for
proposed
proved the Design
engineering necessary for the development of this project.
Icamore Street and.extend_North alorfg US641 # 12th Street Ito the in::
The proposed projecf w`ould begin-et S,
tersection with Utterback Road,a distance of 2.5 miles.
aad all other
Maps, drawings, displays showing geometric design, Final Environmental Impact Statement.
Highwity
the
at
copied
and
inspected
be
may
thisproject
available data concerning the development of
US.62-68.
on
Kentucky
Paducah,
of
East
Smiles
approximately
located
District Office
Robert W. Hodges
District Engineer
Bureau of Highways
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
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PUT IT IN THE
6

20 Sports Equipment

Help Wanted

15 Articles For Sale

NEED `MEAT wrapper
and
and, delicatessen FOR SALE, formica
Wilson art, lamenated
worker. Apply in person
plastic. sizes 2'14' -Owens Food Market,
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
1407 Main.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
10 Business Opportunity
at 10 ...cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
LOOKING FOR

EXTRA INCOME?
BOY'S CAPTAINS bed
and chest, like new. Call
;53-5685

Sell
our
Money
Making line of calendars, promotional advertising and gifts to
local businesses. No
investment or collections. Full or part
time. Prompt,friendly
service with nation's
largest
distributor,
rated AAA-1. Weekly
commissions
and
liberal bonus. Write
Richard- Lowe, Vice
Dept.
Pres./Sales,
=1. Newton Mfg. Co.,
Neu/on, Iowa 50208.
WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due
: to health reason. For
-. information write D-12,
)!: Fox Meadows, Murray,
• Ky 42071.
4111,

-

12x40 Custom trui1t
Mobile home built
especially for beauty
shop. -Like- new, fully
equipped with 2 units,
special hair spray
system, air conditioner, and plenty of
storage. Doing excellent business in
present location or
could be moved.

153-1724

FOR SALE: 16 CC
Sinkers - 50 lb. box
$12.95. --S-tyrofoam
Insulation "4 x 8$2.40,
1" 4 x 8 $4.80 Particle
Board '2" 4 x 8$3.75,--5s"
4 it 444,.2S, Plywood "2"4
x 8 $6.75, 5s" 4 x 8 $8.00,
Exterior Siding 4 x 8
$7.00 & up., Shingles No.
1 $18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls
$125.00
ea.
Paneling 80 selections of
4 x 8 sheets from $2.75 to
$11.00. Vanities from
.-11iffyl
t45.00- and upiFloor Covering $2.50 yd._
6' Wide. Cedar closet
Lining 4 x .8 $4.50.
Fiberglas Seconds for
trailers, awnings &
carport& from :13 to .28
per sq. ft. New load of
used office desks &
Chiirs.-----New -Toad -0-fdoors. $5.00 & up._ New
load of plexiglas $1.20
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
Tuck Salvage MciSe.,
Inc. Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
Martin, Tn. Phone 5872420 Martin, Tn. 38237
Open on Sat. until 3:00
p.m.
PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

12 Insurance

Weather
the
storm

CHIMNEYS, all fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
30", $17.88. Installation
kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.

With Crop-Hail Insurance.
Protect the value of
your growing crops
from the devastating
effects of hail.
Stop by today

We Bay, Sell Or Trod*
I Used Furniture or Appliances
Hodge L Son, Inc.
205 So. Sth

Joe Sledd
Agency

16.Home Furnishings

753-58-12
14. Want To Buy
'WANT To BUN 'far corn.
489-2515.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15 Articles For Sale
WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

15' CU. IN. CHEST
freezer, $100. Euin
Bizzell, 753-4-418 after 8
p.m.
FOR SALE: Bamboo
cocktail table with
opening doors and
storage space inside.
Very nice, excellent
condition,$40. r Cost $125
new. 1610 Farmer after
5:00.
BATH TUB, new, never
uncrated, right hand,
white. Antique bed with
curved foot board. 6
drawer dresser with
fold-up mirrors. Call
_ 753-5561.

UN ',SWISS/AMU S COOKI WI MN
POINTIN6

44,13441
Freeiers
Room Air
Conditioners

iPRINTJNG
VII I

tier

1019 No

•r•Ic•s

753-S3n

West Ky.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753. 1551.

Appliance Center
Sales & Service
753-4471
"
4 -

DINING TABLE and 4
chairs, $30. 10 gallon
aquarium,
fully
equipped includes
wrought iron stand and 3
fish, $26. Bassinet with
liner and pad along with
baby carrier, $15. 7537521-after 4 p.m.

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floo
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.
ANTIQUE BUFFET and
other furniture. Call 7538615.
3
COUCH,
GOLD
cushions, 2 end tables, 1
lamp table, I swivel
rocker, 2 lamps, all like
new. Call 489-2643 after
6.
CRUSHED
VELVET
living room suite, $400.
Can be seen at 1707
Datsun Avenue.
30" AvocApp green
electrir stove,
• reasonably priced. 318
N. 7th. -7554292.
ANTIQUE IRON bed
-excellent condition. Call
759-1078 after 4 p.m.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECAUTHORIZED
TROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call
443-6469. IN MURRAY
MONTONY
call
TGOMERY 753-6760.
19 Farm Equipment
BUSH HOG type mowers,
4', 8295; 5',$325; 6', $475;
7',
$650.
Kough
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.
_Call 382-2207.
FOR SALE, 15 polled
Hereford cows, 12
winter
calves,
registered Polled Bull,
all young cows and bred
back. $8000. 753-1625.
NEW IDEA corn picker,
excellent condition, tub
and sink, white, call 7538555.
MASSEY HARRIS 30
farm tractor. $500 firm.
Call 1-901-247-3386.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, 492.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
proteetofs, $75.00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler
Outboard.
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-18725
18' CHRIS CRAFT ski
-boat with trailer, 283
Corvette engine, $1100.
Call 753-9537. ,

FOR SALE, sharp 15'
Checkmate Ski boat, 135
hp motor, must sell, 4892350.

DELUXE TWO wheel
Aility trailer, safety
light, good condition,
easy to handle. 753-8094.

HOURLY EMPLOYEES
Must be willing to work any of three shifts
and be able to perform a variety of job skills.
Persons interested should apply in person at
the Personnel Office of THE TAPPAN COMPANY
Appliance Group, Murray Operation, Murray,
KY 42071. Apply Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m.to 12
noon. An Equal Opportunity Employer, WF

THE TAPPAN
COMPANY

TWO BEDROOM 12 x 55
trailer with air conditioner. Moving must
sell, $4300. 492-8856.

12 x 60 TWO BR with
NEW AND USED air
separate Utility room.
compressors for sale 2,
753-1335 or 489-2774.
3, and 5 h.p. Dill Electric,753-9104.
, LOVELY MOBILE home
on 44 acre lot. • First
FOR SALE. Craftsman
gravel road past East
12" radial saw and
Elementary, third
16'
AEROCRAFT
Craftsman drill press.
mobile home on the left.
fiberglass over wood,
Can be seen after 5, all
Phone 436-5467.
Mercury 55 motor and
day weekends.
trailer, new windshield, PRESSURE CANNERS,
28 Heating & Cooling
new top and cover, $500.
polished
heavy
753-5206.
aluminum. Holds 18 FOR SALE, 19,000 BTU
piftls, 7 quarts, or 4 half
Frigidaire air con22.Musical
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
ditioner, $160. 12,000
PIANO, HACKLEY
Hardware, Paris.
BTU Frigidaire air
upright, moving arid'
conditioner, $125, both 2
PUNIQUE
need to sell, 753-5561.
years old and like new.
PORTUNITY open to
753-0762.
KIMBALL MUSIC Center
fund raising group. Why
601 Broadway, Paducah,
settle for less, when
KING AUTOMATIC wood
Ky. Across from Irving
your group can have
heaters, deluxe porCobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
maximum profits. Send
celain
cabinet, cast iron
Shop if you like, but
name, address, and
grates, brick lines,
hone to. _Box 32 _FL
check our priees Open
$199.95N warm Wardlate Friday nights.
Murray,Ky.42071. •
ware,Paris.
GOSPEL BODY
GIPSON
and
SHOP
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Acoustic - Guitar, har-.
basement on 5'2 acres,
Bill
dshell
case,
approximately- 3 miles MOBILE HOMES and
Lawrence pick-up, less
mobile home spaces for
from town, 753-0945 or 1than 1 year old, exat Riviera Courts.
rent,
-615-232-6943.
cellent shape, $600 or
Call 753-3280.
best offer. Call 753-8135
TOOL. BOX for truck.
FOR RENT, 2 -bedroom
days and753-3069-nights.
Small aluminum dog
trailer, Shady Oaks. 48c;housec 436-2149.
PIANOS AND ORGANS
- large
selection
.12 x 60 TWO BR house UNFURNISHED available, rentaltrailer on- 100 x 50 lot,
owners must sell 1977
purchase plan available.
$12,000. 65 Pontiac, 70
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492Selection --quality Baracuda. 61 Ford
8892 after 5 p.m.
price cannot be beat
Econoline. 68 Chevy
31 Want To Rent
anywhere. Shop for
pickup, 67 Cadillac, 68
yourself and see. Open
Chevy: Impala, tractor, WANT TO rent 1 BR
til
8:00.
Friday's
bush hog, disk, plow,
house or apartment.
Claytons, Dixieland
blade, Monaghan 515
Call 753-8135.
Shopping Center, 7531PPH machine with
7575.
accessories, new blood
3 BR HOUSE within 7
pressure kit, wheel- - miles of Murray. Call
KIMBALL MUSIC
753-1916 between 8 and 4
chair. Phone 436-2459.
CENTER 601 Broadand ask for Gina.
way, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb SHARP MICROWAVE
32 Apartments For Rent
oven, stainless steel
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879 Shop
browns,
interior,
cooks,
our
if-you like, but check
ONE
FURNISHED
and defrosts, $199.95.
prices Open late Friday
bedroom
apartment
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
nights.
near downtown Murray.
26 TV Radio
call 7534109.
MUSIC LESSONS: imcOn25.
tutor
ZENITH
mediate openings for
NICE FURNISHED 1 BR
sole TV, with chromatic,
piano, organ, or voice
apartment Inquire 100
$525 with trade-in.
Experienced
lessons.
S.43th.
Sisson's Zenith Sales, 19
teaching with degrees in
For Rent
34.Houses
Hwy.
94.
west
on
miles
music. Private lessons
382-2174. Our prices NICE _THREE BR, P2
age 6 and up -"begincan't be beat.
ners to advanced.
battr,lurnished, 6 miles
Rental purchase plan on
from
Campus, $275 per
25" ZENITH Console TV
organ.
and
piano
month. Call 1-405-377,
specially
priced $519.95
Clayton. Dixieland
7081.
with trade. We will not
Shopping Center, 753be undersold. Tucker TV
7575.
nice furnished 3
Sales and Service, 1914 A REAL
BR country home in
23. Exterminating
Coldwater Road. Your
New Concord area. 436Zenith
dealer
for
2527.
Murray and Calloway
36 For Rent Or Lease
County.
FREE
STREET, B-4
TWELTH
27
Mobile Home Sales
Inspection
Commercial lot for
Kelley's
1972 12 x 60 TWO BR
lease. 175' frontage 189'
Termite
mobile home, air condeep. Call 753-7618 after
--ditioned and service
& Pest
5:00.
pole, $4700. 437-4331.
Control

17' WINTER Runabout,
walk through windshield
with 120 hp inboardoutboard motor, all new
equipment. Call 7535909.

100 South 13th
Kum 753-3/14
In BusinessO'er
30 Years
Certified By EPA
24 Miscellaneous
TOMATO JUICER, no
peeling, no coring, no
Wallin
pre-cooking.
Hardware,Paris.

FOR SALE, houseboat,
36' Silverqueen, twin
ALARMS,
engine, vee drive, fly SMOKE
battery operated by
bridge, sleeps 10, many
Water Pik, $16.88.
extras. Call 474-2390 for
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
appointment.

is now accepting applications for

21 Mobile Home Sales

24 Miscellaneous

16 Home Furnishings

THE TAPPAN COMPANY

r-

11:101:111-

FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter .79 a
pound, whole or half .89
a pound, hind quarter .99
a pound hanging weight.
Food Stamps accepted.
We also do custom
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
`FIREPLACE
ENCLOSIURES with glass
--doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finish4sr $64.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
LOOKING
FOR
A
bargain in a 25" color
TV' Jioa received a
of _ 109
.413,12pe
Militnavox Tr.-Tour
have damaged cabinet'.
TV's
perfect
with
complete new warranty.
Trucking company loss
is your gain. Come in
and make an offer.
Clayton's formerly J&H
Music, Dixieland
Center, Murray, KY.
4

1. x 60 CONCORD,
washer-dryer, under
pinning, must sell. Call
753-6848 after 6:30.
12 x 52 TRAILER, 2 BR,
furnished, all
partially,
electric, 2 itiLeconditioners, washer-dryer;
underpinning, _ $5.000.
753-4108.
- FOR SALE, 12 x 65
Concord traiier,5 rooms
and bath, newly furnished in Florida.
Located in private park
2 miles from Tampa.
Call 498-8758 after 4 p.m.
Will have pictures to
show if interested.
TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, fully
carpeted, -built-in
curipertone appliances.
I,ocated in Haywood
Vista. Call between 6
and 9, 436-5337.

FOR RESULTS
38.Pets

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups. Call 856-3380
or 856-3656, Folsorndale.
SIX WEEK old AKC
registered yellow Labs
for sale. Call 489-2669
after 6 p.m.
41. Public

Safes

SALE:
MOVING
Everything from a
curry comb to a walking
cane. Furniture, clothes
from infant to adult,
toys, games, material.
Make an offer. 602 Vine
St. Saturday 8 til ?.
RUTH LADIES- WEAR,
going-out-of
business
sale. Everything must
go, nothing over $3. Pant
suits, dresses, shoes,
tops, cash register,
Hwy. 464 east or west at
Backersburg Road. Call
489-2671.
NIGHT„GARAGE SALE
and Flea Market,6 p.m.10 p.m. Friday and
Saturday night, 2008
Brookhaven (Gatesborough). Oak rocker
ant-ads _chair, table,
trunk, depression glass
and collectable small
Items, old toys, composition doll, Aladdin
lamp, 10 speed bicycle,
new metal clad prehung
door.
YARD SALE, Saturday
(Sundaynin case of rain),
8:30-5, 1628 W. Main,
Apt. 11, i between
Broach and 17th Sts.).
Clothing, dishes,
miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
fuly 29, 8-5, B-10 Fox
Meadows. Baby items,
womens,
mens,
childrens clothing, some
larger sizes, ceramics,
and miscellaneous.
43 Real Estate
25 ACRES in Cherry
Corner area, 15 acres
open, 2 creeks, all
fenced and a building
site that would overlook
the whole farm, $16,000.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
TOP
BUSINESS
property, 1.618 acres on
South 12th with 285' of
road frontage. Ideal for
franchise property. For
details see NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center,759-1707.
25 ACRES at Puryear,
Tn. 4 acres open,
secluded buirding sites,
lots of trees, trees, trees.
Fabulously priced at
$11,900. WALDROP
REALTY,753-6646.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central,location. This is
__in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
38 Pets Supplies
shopping downtown,
MINIATURE
AKC
school, and hospital. the
Schnauzer, 6 months old
trorne includes the
male puppy, shots, - drapes, refrigerator,
wormed, ears cropped.
stove, and dishwasher.
753-9390.
.
JOHN
C.
'Call
NEUBAUER,_
FOR SALE, registered
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
Brittany Spaniel pupSt., 753-0101 or 753-7531
pies, 2% males and -1
to see this good buy.
female,$50. 753-2915.
FOR SALE, Doberman
puppies, AKC, Champion blood line, 19011
648-5424,Gleason,Tn.
AKC - REGISTERED
German Shepherd
puppies, 7 weeks old,
excellent bloodline. 7530747.

Help Wanted

De Vanti's
Waitress Full Time
Apply Before 11 a.m.
or Between 2 and 5 p.m.

YD-MAJO
REAL ESTATE
753 8080
Professional hero low,
With The Friendls Thui h

NEWLY LISTED -- 1
year old 3 bedroom B.
Oaths, great
V.,
kitchen,
room,
fireplace wtheat-o-lator. Heat pump, patio, 2
oar garage. Located
Bendefield Sub-division. Priced right. Mid
Boyd-Majors
40:s.
ReaL Estate, 1(1'
AlP/r

tio Phon4 Calls Please

De Vanti's
1201 Chestnut
Murray, Ky 42071

43 Real Estate

43.Real

43.Real Estate

17 ACRES 2 miles south of New Concord on Hwy.
121 S. 1500 foot of r9ad
frontage. All in grass
with plenty of water for
cattle. Electric fence
around perimeter of
property. Impressively
priced
at $12,900.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
REALTORS

South 12th at S14,110,9
TELEPHONE 7511061

FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home haa room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and
a beautiful view. Worth-look.
second
a
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS,753-1492.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
south,,d court sq.ore
Illarrvey, Keens*

7334431
GREAT ROOM! GREAT
HOUSE! Brand new
listing and brand new
home. Enerip.saving 3
in
home
BR
Gatesborough. Heat
pump, 12 inches insulation in ceiling,
thermopane windows,
beautiful custom designed kitchen with
cooking island, formal
dining room. Home is
decorated
beautifully
throughout. Take a
journey to happy dreamhome living and let us
show this charming
home, to you. Phone
KOPPERUD_ REALTY,
753-1222.

22 ACRF
miles 1
Boat D
feet of
Plenty
many 1
good sp
of the
petedly
$14,90(
REALT

31 ACRES at Almo
Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beans, some
several
timber,
beautiful building sites.
Secluded yet very accessible, $22,900.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
IT'S A Mystery...Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping...recently
reduced ... A real and
true bargain for the
house hunting sleuth
who calls 753-1492.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.

BY OWNI
IR, brick
dining nea
bawd, hai
carport.

THREI
CHARM
brick r
central
lovely I
fencer
wooden
other p
in this
home. 1
Phone
REAM
make b
real est

THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
750-1701 -Wade Jeffs
EXTRA, EXTRA... This
is what you 'will be
saying when you 'view
this equisite home in
quiet residential neighborhood_ Teak parquet
entry and hall, indirect
lighting in most rooms,2
Ceramic baths with
showers, built-in
vanities and laundry
bin. Den with corner
fireplace. All Andersen
thermopane tilt-in
windows. Kitchen has
double ovens, lovely
birch cabinets plus a
breakfast room. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. Patio has
attractive tiled floor and
is brick enclosed with
wrought iron gate.
There is much more so
let us tell you all about
this lovely home. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

Wald
In
Sim
7:

83 ACRE
Commi
corn a
bottom
good F
spring
propert
on 121
WALD]
753-564f

NEW LI:
home c
a nice
Three E
room,
closet,
large
deck it
storage
in the
KOPPE
753-1222

Guy S
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
3 RR. 2 both, brick located in
Westwood with central air

and central gas heat Nes
over 7,000 sq. ft. under roof.
kitchen-family combination,
good, livable floor pion.
Priced in 30's. „
Just listed Oaks Estates 3
BR, 2 bath home on extra
large corner lot. Centred pas
heat, central or, hardwood
Moors throughout, fireplocs,
island kitchen with double
ovens. 3 car garage All out.
side trim is aluminum, main
tenence free home. 60's.
753-3263 Anytime

In

101 Sy am

Professional Se rill e1
With The Friend!) Touch

THE
magma
potenti
bedroon
acres,
tobacco
under f4
you
j
believe.
appoint
LORE'
REALT

Tri-Level home, stone
fireplace w/octatherm
for efficiency & energy
conservation,
3
bedroom 2"--2 baths,
, central heat & air, 2
electric heat pumps,
plush carpeting, plus
!kitchen & dining room.
This
House
Has
Everything! Boyd-Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th.

-ir-•

BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large ,rot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

14

Monde;
PRICE

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961
Nte ,W494,14,1i
Tea,)
IULY IS...
COUNTRY HAM
MONTH
CO. HAM DINNER complete $325
with cornbread & white beano! SPECIAL
(Rea- 51.95)
CO. HAM BREAKFAST . . complete with
Homemade hiscuitc and red-eye gravy!
5125
SPECIAL
(Reg,52/S)
-VIC-1AB 60-ALL DAY...EVERYDAY-1N jUlY

Large
proxir
impre
tralht
tra 2
large
structi

1W BOSTON TEA PARTI
FOR-94TX, by owner; 25
acres i2 mile'south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394

US 64,- NorthMurray, Ky.
I, A% Iii Iill,
WM411411i1

flint' THIlltsDAY
6 AM III 6111)4111.111 FRIDA1 ANDSATLINDA1
TAN Ill Id PM ON SUNDAY

Ph. 75

Sill Rayl
Girl Am

PAGE Ii THE MURRAY, I( ..LEDGER IL TIMES,
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Law&

22 ACRES on Hwy. 280 2
miles -from Bloodriver
Boat Dock. Has several
feet of 'Hwy. frontage.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view
of the lake, very cornpetedly
priced
at
$14,900. WALDROP
REALTY,753-5646.

IT OMB: d Codotatec, 3
brisk, Meg mei, loth,
dining rem end kitchen coin
bellt-le laundry, utility,
carport Call 489-2116 atter S

THREE BEDROOM
CHARMER. Just listed
brick ranch home with
central heat and air,
lovely landscaped lawn,
fenced
backyard,
wooden deck,and lots of
other pleasant features
in this country dream
, home. Priced in the 30's.
' Phone_ _KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
make buying and selling
real estate easy for you.

Waldrop Realty
7n Business
Since 1956'
753-5646

63 ACRES in MI. Cannel
Community, 22 acres in
corn and beans, some
bottom land and some
good Poplar timber. 2
spring fed creeks on
property. Hwy frontage
on 121 South, $67,000.
WALDROP REALTY,
753-5646.
NEW LISTING. Spacioos
home close to schools in
a nice neighborhood.
Three BR,formal dining
room, large sewing
closet, recreation room,
large garage, cypress
deck in backyard and
storage galore. Priced
in the 40''s Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

Guy Spann Realty

ID-MAJORS
IL ESTATE
53-8080

atonal Services
Friendly !ouch

tl home, stone
w/octatherm
tency & energy
vation,
3
n 2'-2 baths,
heat & air, 2
heat pumps,
irpeting, plus
k dining room.
House
Has
Mg! Boyd-Mail Estate, 105

lc, two full
pr- room, 2
tchen with
r detached
tent above.
,st. Price
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Your Rey People
In lea Istote"

753-7724
901 Sycamare
kletrey, Ky.
THE
MAN
with
imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
just
wouldn't
you
believe. Call for an
appointment
today.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.
Poplar-Senior.

dir

YD-MAJO
REAL ESTATE
7534080
'Professional Services ,
With The Friendly Touch" '

REDUCED! REDUCED! This Is a find for
the family desiring a
wooded location with
224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining
room, kitchen,2 baths,
2 bedrooms. Central
heat & air, fireplace.
See This Today. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
44 lots For Sale
133, AC. level, 6 ac.
tillable, 734 wooded lot
suitable for building site
on paved road 1 mile
east of South Pleasant
Grove, 8 miles to
Murray - Calloway
-Count-fSeat, 16 miles to
Ky. Lake. (901) 642-8311,
or (513) 294-8528 after 6
p.m.

45. Farms For Sale
143

ACRES
approximately, NEW
PROVIDENCE AREA
PAVED ROAD, GOOD
WATER, 72 acres approximately in row
crop,small house, BEST
OFFER, A. WILLIAMS,
832 WENDOVER
MOBILE, ALA. 36608,
-(205) 344-1917.
46 Homes For Sate

BY OWNER,3 BR house.
5 miles from Murray.
100 yards off 94 on 783,
$45,000. Call 753-4896.
ksY OWNER, 4 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
kitchen -den
with
fireplace, central air,
gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor,call 753-9602.
HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER. 1614 Kirkwood
DR. Brick, 3 BR, P2
baths, LV, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen, with built-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
tool shed and 10
producing fruit trees.
Reduced for quick saleupper 30's. Call 753-8128
or 753-7906.
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE 1101IRS
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
CALL 753-4013

42301

11

S.

19 Used Cars & Trucks

46 Homes For Sale

SPECIA1 REDUCED,
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, I
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.

THREE BR, kitchen, LR,
utility and sewing room,
wallpaper
and
panelling. Lots - of
storage, 10 x 10 metal
building on concrete
floor, lot 100 x 150,
$26,500. 753-412%. 1216
Melrose.
BY OWNER on Circarama Drive. 3 BR,
living room and dining
area combined, kitchen
and den combined,
appliances and curtains
with house, patio with
grill, large established
lawn, built-in garage.
Call 753-4673.

CILIT

C 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

se425
(Rep, SI 9i)
omplete with

KOPPERUD
REALTYM

_

IAYIN JULY

'ART1
6414' North-

Tray, Ky.
limn%
%-runom,

Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

Kerry Patterson 4924302
Bill Reybern 759-4900
Geri Andersen 753-7937 George Crellegber 753-812/
BM Reppored 753-1222

7-0
1973 DATSITN 610 wagon

DUPLEX. FOR SALE, II
1600 Ridgewood Drive,
brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat and GOVERNMENT
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
47 Motorcycles
after 5 p.m.

air, AM with
THIS 'BUREAU'S FIGURES MAY NO factory
tape, low mileage. Call
BE ENTIRELY CORRECT BUT WHAT 753-0011 after 5.
FIGURES ARE THES'50. Campers
VAYS?"

BRICK HOUSE on Olive
with extra income
property that could
easily be converted to
extra space for owner.
Full useable basement,
small easily maintained
lot, close to campus,
shopping and schools.
VA approved in 1977.
Call 753-9846.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dishwasher and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,
food center and many
cabinets, utility room
with built-in cabinets,
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
school, 804 Minerva
Place, 753.0196 or 7537906.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
large kitchen and dining
room, utility, numerous
closets, near University,
$37,000. 753-5206.
TWO BR block house on 3
acres, 2 BR stone house
on I acre. Located on 641
North. Call 753-6458.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat and -electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dishwasher and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,
food center and many
cabinets, utility room
with built-in cabinets,
central vacuum, patio
with grill, intercom,
landscaped, near high
School, 804 Minerva
Place, 753-0196 or 7537906.

TRI-CAR with Honda
motor,$400. 753-4811

NEAR KENTUCKY LAKi

1972 VOLKSWAGEN
Super Beetle, 1967.Baha
Buggy, 436-2149.
1970 MAVERICK red with
black vinyl fop-, air
conditioned,. $885. 7594579.

TO SEITLE estate, 3 or 4
BR brick, large bath,
LR, den, recreation or
office room, kitchen,
with refrigerator and
built-in stove, large
utility with washerdryer, electrieowall heat
and 3 window air conditioners on shaded
corner lot, $42,900. Call
247-3946, Mayfield.

FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE, 1972 CB 350
Honda, good condition.
713-3288.
1977 750 HONDA, lots of
extras. 436-2547.
1/74-360
--TRINDA,iike
new,
take
over,
payments, 759-1823
HONDA CR 260, dirt bike,
good condition. Call 7530224 after 5:30.
•
1971 HONDA 500 Four,
nice condition 492-8152

51 Services Offered

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

FOUR WHEEL drive
Jeep truck, automatic,
with power, nearly new.
CONDITIONING
Also 1972 Nova, 2 door, AIR
sales and service, R. C.
extra clean. Call 436Evans,474-2748.
2427.

1972 HONDA 175; real
nice,$290. 436-2538.
48. Automotive Service
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end
alignment, brakes,
shocks, tune-ups, accessories, and prompt
service, phone Advanced, Inc., 759-4788.
FOR SALE, 1949 Jeep
body, dual tires, metal
top and miscellaneous
parts. Call 247-7126,
Mayfield.
TRUCK TIRE Sale Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris. _
49 Used Cars 8. Trucks
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash convertible. Phone
753-1271.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8102 after 4.00 p.m.
GOLD T-BIRD,1973, fully
equipped, cruise, AMFM, tape, excellent
condition. Call 753-7931
after 5 p.m.
1941 JEEP, good shape.
Also 1947 Jeep.$350 each
or will take $650 for both.
Call 435-4274 anytime.
1971 SUPER. BEETLE
Volkswagen, air con-.
ditioned, good condition.
498-8643.
1974 OLDSMOBILE
station wagon, custom
wagon, custom cruiser,
power steering, brakes,
.and air, good coridition,
'new radial tires, $2195.
Phone 759-4698,
NEW 1978 CHEVY Van,
% ton, V-8 automatic,
power steering and
_power brakes, air
conditioner, heavy duty.
$400 under dealers cost.
Phone 753-2571 or 7531798.
1971 AMC Hornet, $600.
436-2411.
FOR SALE, Convertible
1972 Olds Delta 88,70,000
miles, some rust, top
good, $1850. Call after
6:00 p.m. 753-6760.

41 Motorcycles

Large year-around home in wOoded setting. Approximately 2700 square feet of living area in this'
impressive home with walkout basement. Central heat and air,2 fireplaces with heatolator,extra 2 car-garage with boat shed and workshop,
large screened back porch and quality construction throughout.

51 Services Offered

1975 VOLVO 164 E, excellent condition. 1973
TR 6, excellent condition. Call 753-0799
days, and 753-2317
nights.

1974 BUICK
Regal,
loaded, extra sharp,
$1800. 492-8152.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM -FM
radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couchbed, ice box, sink, portapotti, carpeted, air
conditioned. Call 7530476.
1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Captains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,
rear bench seat, fully
carpeted, solid silver,
blue interior, mint
clean, excellent condition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
1968 FORD F-100 short
bed truck. Call 489-2127
after 5 p.m.
197h FORD Mustang, Ttop, loaded, 4,000 miles,
Call 753-1208 or 753-0181.
1976 FORD 3Y4 ton 4 wheel
drive, call 753536S after
5 p.m.
FOR
SALE,
1971
Chevrolet dump truck,
good condition. Call 7534343 or 753-4955.
1965 CADILLAC, $150 or
best offer. Call 753-5964.
1976 CHEVY Monza, 4
speed, 20,000 miles,
$2100 or best' offer. 7591158.
1976 GMC van with Midas
touch, 16,000 actual
miles, air _conditioned,
power steering and
brakes, tilt wheel,
cruise, tape, AM-FM,
sports wheels, side
pipes, excellent condition. Phone 753-8358.
1972 PONTIAC ',usury
Lemans, 2 dr. h.t., 350
automatic with air. Car
is in excellent condition.
- $1450.00. Phone 1-3546217.

BIG 73 Chevrolet camper
special truck with
camper. Call 7534061.
1972 STARCRAFT
Starmaster 6. pop-up
camper, electricor gas
refrigerator, has
awning, excellent
condition. Call 436-2489.

1975 BUICK I,a Sabre
custom, AM-rd stereo
and tape, till wheel,
factory mags. $2950.
Call 753-6713, yr after 3
p.m. call 753-7612.
1967 FORD Gallicie, runs
good. $300. 489-2711.
1972 FORD Ranchero,
489-2483 or 481, 498

Lovely brick home for sale by (wen 3
Bedroom, 1Y2 bath, fully carpeted, 1 car
garage, 2 storage buildings. Large lot
with beautifully landscaped and fenced
backyard,with 18'x36' trouble free swimming pool. $45,500. Will finance. Located
at 1502 Parklane Drive.

Call 153-1432
Don't buy until you see this home

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

INSULATION
1974
STARCRAFT
Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028,
Mayfield.

Wade Jones

CAB OVER CAMPER,
like new, $1800. Sam
Harris,753-8061.

FOR COUNTY garbage
pick-up, call 753-1310.

CAMPER TOP for long
wheel base pickup
truck, 32" high. Fully
insulated and panelled.
492-8604.
1978 STARCRAFT 25'
travel trailer, bunk beds
- 8, loaded. Complete
hitch and awning. 7537728.
1976
SHASTA
triotorhome, only 6,300
miles,
fully
selfcontained, includes TV
and antenna, CB and
antenna. Call 1-901-2473386.
CAMPER TOP for ihort
wheel base truck, 351
Ford motor. 436-2149.
1971 'SWINGER, 30 ft.
motor home, sleeps 7,
good condition. Call 7537537.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES your starcraft
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 Highway, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

753-4111
437-9590
BLOWN

1

SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
CARPET
CLEANING, -4
references. For free
estimates, call 759-4085.
GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build
new we can do. Any type
construction, dry wall
hanging and finishing,
roofing, exterior and
interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable
rates, 15 years experience. All work
guaranteed, also, insurance repair and
roofing. Call anytime,
CB Construction, Alino,
Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof
repair
our
specialty.
BACKHOE WORK,septic
tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE to do
small jobs. Satisfaction
guaranteed, 753-6471
after 4 p.m.
ANY KIND of hauling in
city or county. Call 7591247 or 753-9685.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wail
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
NEED TEES CUT?
Landoll Tree Service
Call George Landolt,
753-8170.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs.
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed.
minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps ('all
759-4878.

BEAUTIFY your home
SOLAR
ENERGY
with lightweight easy-toheadquarters,
install Eldorado Stone.
• residential, comNo costly footings or- mercial, and industrial.
foundations. 100 percent
Also dealers for Volcano
fireproof
masonary
II, the most efficient
product. Less than the
wood
burner
in
cost of natural stone.
__America. _Solar _King of.
U-se- lói intefier. hr ez
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
terior. An excellent doW ,Breadway.
it-yourself project or we
will install. Buy direct
from
our factory.
Custoiii
Timber-Lodge Stone and
Dozing
Fireplace, .706
N.
$28 per hour
Market Street, Paris,
call
Tenn. 38242. Phone 9011534311.
642-1328.

•

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps! We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp_435-4343.
CUSTOM MADE combination backgammon
and game table. Call
Paris, 1-901-642-8031.
SPECIAL OFFER introducing new vinyl
siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
Sons, 354-8951 Or 3624895.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway County and
South Marshall County.
753-2418.
WILL STAY with elderly
pyaple. 435-4169.

8' SLIDE IN cabnver
eamper,-$490. 436-2538.

1972 AMBASSADOR LICENSED ELECBrougham. 4 dr. V4, TRICIAN and gAs inwith double power and
stallation
will
do
air. In good condition.
plumbing, heating,
$700.00. Phone 1-354sewer cleaning. Call 7536217.
7203.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Datsun King Cab. Call
328-8649 after 5 DIM

I 1)0 PAINTING of all
kinds, call day or night
437-4152.

51 Services Uttered
INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.
Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
54 Free Column

WILL CARE for children
in my home days. Prefer
ages 1-4 full time.
Starting August 18.
Reasonable rates, good
care. Call 753-4187.

FREE KITTENS, call
436-5502.

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call'Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149

FREE LONG haired
kittens, all colors and 2
puppies. Call 436-5650.

TINY CALICO kitten
needs good home. 7532475.
.1.•••=1,1memdas

B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788
FIXED UNTIL
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed" this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Marble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
"fixin days" behind you for good with
MARBLE from

Thornton Tile
and Marble
Quality That Will Please
So. 9th

753-5719

If You Think
A YARD SIGN
AND
A CLASSIFIED AD
Will give you the quickest and highest dollar for
your property then

Think Again
Only ( 1 out of every (125) callers purchase the
home they call about from the classified ad!!
One of the most active real estate markets in the U.
S. A. does not permit yard signs!!
John Smith Gallery of HOmes offers something
more than a yard sign and a classified ad.

*Professional Image.
*Well Qualified Sales Counselors
*Complete Referral Service
*Market Analysis for Proper Pricing
*Effective Communication
*Knowledge of Current Available
Financing
*Qualified Prospects for Your Particular Property
YES! YES! YES!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow, Possum Trot or
anywhere in the U.S.A.. the John Smith Gallery of Homes will
arrange

A Smotth Move
Call Us Today!!

John Smith,
Realtor
753-7411 Anytime
Evenings Call
Rimn Talent 753-9894
Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Jim Herndon 759-1184
1,inda McKinney 753-856
Ado/
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Test Tube Baby
Gains 2 Ounces

Stan Hainsworth Completes Two
Year Mission At Mexico City
Elder Stan Hainsworth will
complete a two-year mission
for the Church of Jesus Christ
a I atter-da V Saints on August

Stan HaILLS* orth
1. He will return -home from
the Mexico-Mexico City
Mission where he has served
as a missionary since his call
in August of 1976.
Hainsworth is one of ap-

Poplar Spring To
Hear Rev. Stinson
Speak On Sunday
The Poplar Spring Baptist
CllOrch, located east of
Murray off Highway 280, will
have special services on
Sunday,July 30.
The Rev. Ronnie Stinsonof
May-field will be the special
speaker with Paul-Henderson
conducting the music, at
eleven a.m. Hazel Brandon
will play the organ and Janet
Byerly will play the piano. The
Adult Choir will sing a special
song. .
The church pastor, the Rev.
Ronnie Adams, urges the
public to attend and for bus
transportation to call him at
436-2719. The church will
strive for a record breaking
attendance in Sunday School
at ten a.m., the church pastor
said.

proximately 30,000 young men
and women who voluntarily
give two years of their time to
proselyting efforts for the
Church.
The
Mormon
financial support for this
service is paid by the young
men or women from their
personal savings or from
their
from
assistance
families.
The church membership is
over four million and one of
the areas of fast growth is in
the Mexico City area where
Stan served. His brother,
Gary, is also serving as a
missionary in Lima Peru, and
is presently the Mission
Secretary in the Peru-Lima
North Mission.
An open house to honor Stan
will be held Wednesday,
August 2, between the hours of
seven and nine p.m. at the
home of his parents, Dr. and
Mrs. J. C.. Hainsworth, 501 N.
7th, Murray. All friends of
Stan's are invited.
Stan will be leaving August 4
.to return to Provo, Utah where
he will resume his studies as a
sophomore at Brigham Young
University.

OLDHAM, England (AP)
- - Test-tube baby Louise
Brown has gained two
ounces on her mother's milk
and now weighs 5 pounds, 14
ounces, doctors say.
Initial reports suggested
the child might be bottle-fed,
but medical officials said
Mrs. Brown's milk proved
suitable for the girl, who
was born Tuesday.
They said Mrs. Brown has
been moving around the
Marron Maternity Wing in
Oldham General Hospital
."since the first day,". but
that the hullabaloo over-the
"miracle"
has
birth
exhausted her.
The child is to first to be

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
_ FIGHT SCENE
Bill Phillips, as John,steps between Frank Gilliam, left, Jesse Stuart, and Jim Reese,as Guy, during a
- rehearsal for a fight scene in "The Thread That Runs So True," the story of Kentucky author Jesse Stuart's early life.
The play will be in its last performance tonight at 8 p.m. in the city-county park. The story is called a struggle and
triumph, a play the entire family will enjoy, according to a spokesman.

Dr. Harley C.-Dixon WM Speak
Sunday At The Memorial Church
Dr. Harley C. Dixon,
chaplain at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
will be the speaker at the 10:50
a,m. _worship services_ on
Sunday. July 30, at the
Memorial Baptist Church. He
will be speaking in the ab-

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

degrees from Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville. He received his
doctorate of ministry in
counseling_ from Luther Rice
Seminary,Jacksonville,Fla.
Dr. Dixon has served in
many other places in his work.
He is married to the former
Rebecca Dover of Cleveland
County, N. C., and they have
five children and two grandchildren.
Hayden Rickman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services. J. T. Lee will direct
the song service with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Jane Kogers as pianist.
At the seven p.m. services
the speaker will be Mark
Spencer with special music
planned.
Sunday School with Elbert
Thomason as director will be
at 9:40 a.m., and Church
Training with J. T. Lee as
director will be at six p.m.

conceived outside the womb.
The medical breakthrough
has raised hopes of infertile
women around the world
that they may be able to
bear children, but it has aLso
raised ethical questions from
some sectors.
Mrs. Brown, who will be
31 Monday, was unable to
have children because her
fallopian tubes, which carry
eggs from the eysaies to the
uterus, were blocked.
Patrick
Gynecologist
Stepfoe and physiologist
Robert Edwards took an egg
-fr)m --Mrs Brown, fertilized
it in a laboratory with
sperm from her husband
and then implanted it in her
womb, where the fetus
developed normally.

Dr. Farless Will
Speak On Sunday

"And The Lord God Planted
A Garden" will be the subject
The Rev. Robert Farless
of the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
speak on the subject,
will
10:45
David C. Roos at the
a.m. worship services on "When The Stars Come Out,"
Sunday, July 30, at the First at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Christian Church.
30, at the First United
July
Mrs. Margaret Porter will
'
sing a solo, and Jim Methodist Church..
Larrie Clark will sing *,*lo,
Clinkenbeard will - be the
"Art Thou The Chile", at
worship leader.
Elders serving will be both services.
The Chancel Choir, directed
Preston Holland, Johnny
Reagan with decons being Jim by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Clopton, Mike Bolton, Robert Richard Farrell as organist,
Hopkins, Don McCord. and. _willasing the anthem, "Come.
Lenvel Yates. Mrs. Richard prou Almighty King."
Greer and Mrs. T. N. Mc-z Church School will be held
Dougal will "be 'greeters. ./ at 9':45 a.m. on Sunday.--

WASHINGTGN ( AP) The House on Friday Madisonville regional state
Carmine Galante, who law passed the legislation 254-69
government office.
enforcement authorities says and sent it to the Senate.
The office is one of
is seeking to be the "boss.of The bill is _designed to
several established earlier
all bosses" cl—diganized provide clear guidance to
this year by Gov. Julian
crime, must remain in the attorney general in an
Carroll in an effort to
prison until September 1980.
area /Where there has been reduce red tape and delays
The U.S. Parole Com- some legal confusion about
in delivering state governmission said Friday that the Justice Department's
ment services.
Galente, 68, must serve out role.
a 20-year sentence on narThese items in Friday's advertisement should have
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
read...
cotics charges. He was
WASHINGTON (AP) --L A - Larry Hopkins, the GOP
released in 1974, but later State Department team of
Sixth District congressional
was sent back to prison for experts on aircraft terrorism
candidate, has sent aalleged parole violations.
will meet with represen- telegram to President Carter
tatives
of
six
other asking
the
immediate
WASHINGTON (AP) - democracies in West Gerresignation
Of
Joseph
Puerto Rico will seek the many next week to discuss
Califano as secretary of the
"full political dignity and what to do with countries
Department,/of Health,
equality" of statehood in the that aid hijackers.
_
Education and Welfare.
early 1980s, according to
A boycott of such ccitirF - Hopkins said Califano
Baltasar
Corrada,
its tries was agreed to earlier
resident commissioner in this month at the Bonn should quit in view of his
"continued
irresponsible
Congress.
summit, involving
the attacks on the tobacco in"We don't want second- leaders of the United States,
dustry."
class citizenship or ar West
Germany, Great
Califano
Thursday
ambiguous political stahr Britain, France, Japan,
The First Baptist Church
Dr. Harley C. Dixon
disclosed
a new government
of
that
has
left
us
in
a
sort
will observe the ordinance of sence of the church pastor,the
Italy, and Cana?,
report to Congress which
Wide isoutk
2 Cubic Feet Size
political limbo for so many
The Lord's Supper at the 10:45 Rev. Dr. Jerrell White.
SAVE
indicates cigarette smoking
years,"
Corrada
said
rAP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
a.m. worship services on
The guest speaker, a native
has
been
more
harmful
to
Reg sin
EA°
Friday. "We trust that by - Kentucky plans to build a
Sunday, July 30. with the of Kings Mountain N.C..
women than men.
the
early
'80s
we
will
be
at
airport
aviation
general
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill attended Furman University, Holy Communion will be
MOSS
Hopkins, of Lexington,
Whittaker, to speak on the Greenville, S.C., and received celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. knocking at the doors of our Lake Barkley State Resort said in a statement that his
Americans ,in Park near Cadiz.
subject, "Unity," with his B.D. and M. Divinity worship _services on Sunday, fellow
Democratic opponent, Tom
Congress and in the nation -- Transportation Secretary
scripture frotn I Corinthians
Easterly of Frankfort - like
July . 30, at St. .John's for full
political dignity and Calvin Grayson said the
11:n-32,
Hopkins a state senator - is
Episcopal Church.
equality."
airport will include a 4,800- trying to "save" Califano. '
Dr. Ken Winters, deacon of
The Rev. Stephen Davenfoot runway and landing
the week, and G. T. Moody,
"I'm interested in saving
port is the church minister.
WASHINGTON (AP) - lights. The project also calls
minister of education, will
the tobacco industry, not
Sara Butte will serve as Rep.- Robert N. Giaimo, 0for construction of an access Mr. Califano," Hopkins said.
assist in the services. Mrs.
- acolyte.
Conn., chairman of the road 1.5 miles long.
Judy Henry will sing a solo.
At eleven a.m. Sunday the
Br. John Dale will speak at training class for acolytes and House Budget Committee,
Special music will be by the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
church- choir, directed by the 8:30 a.m., and 10:40 a.m., readers will be held at church. says the federal deficit could
possibly dip under $40 billion - The state Department for
Wayne Halley, with Mrs. Joan and six p.m. worship services
in the next fiscal year if Natural Resources and
Bowker as organist and Mrs. on Sunday. July 30. at the
Congress holds down the Environmental Protection
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Allene Knight as pianist.
extent of a tax cut and says it will hold a public
At the seven p.m. services Christ.
restrains spending.
The morning sermon topic
- hearing Aug. 8 on the
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
Giaimo cut the projected license renewal application
the subject. "Between Now will be -Come Thou With Us;
deficit to $43.6 'billion on of Orkin Exterminating Co.;
and Eternity" with scripture We Will Do Thee Good" with
Friday, saying the gover- Inc.
.iianbers
from Micah 4:1-4; 5:2, 7:1-7. scripture from
Dr. Ken Wolf will deliver the nment should be able to
The hearing was requested
Special music will be by 10:29-32. The evening topic
will be "The First and Second sermon on "Your Mission: To spend $8.4 billion less than by Attorney General Robert
Randy and Vicki Sorrow.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Adam" with scripture from I Fail," at the ten a.m. worship had been anticipated for the Stephens in response to.
complaints from consumers
services on Sunday,.July 30, at _next fiscal year.
a.m. A reception in honor of Corinthians 1545-49.
was
Orkin
Assisting in the services will the
First
Presbyterian
that
Phil and Shelia Duncan who
WASHINGTON (AP) - misrepresenting its services.
will soon begin their service as be Jack Ward, Mark Pugh, Church.Scrillliee: readings will be Retired Maj. Gen. John K.
Home Mission Board US-2 Terry Roberson, Steve Steele,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
McNutt,
Roberson.
Ron
from
Psalm 22: 1-5 and I Singlaub and four other
Steve
missionaries in Montgomery,
DODGE POWER WAGON
Ala., will be held following the .1erry-'13.511s, Leon Adams, Corinthians 4. 9-13. Dr. Stan persons will receive awards - Gov. Julian Carroll is
worship services in the Forest- Boyd, Frank Hargis, Hendrickson will be the for combating communism scheduled to attend the
from the Council Against official opening Monday of
fellowship hall on Sunday Eddie Rogers, Gene Jones, liturgist.
.
Communist Aggression.
Mowery
and
Jerry
Humphreys.
Kathy
Will
sing
the
the Ironworks Pike inevening, July 30.
terchange of Interstate 75 at
Presiding and serving for anthem, "A Ste), Without SInglaub was recently
Volunteer nursery workers
Lexington.
on Sunday will be Mrs. Randy The Lord's Supper will be Sunlight- with Steve (lark as forced to retire after twice
The interchange includes a
Sorrow, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tommy Cerra way, Don summer organist. The of- criticizing President Carter.
four-lane bridge that will
Ford, Mrs. Brenda Coop, Mrs. Sande, Emmanuel Man- fertory music will be Other recipients are Frank
a
Toledo
give visitors easier access to
Glen Grogan, Miss.. Leslie ners, and Randy Wright. "Redeeming Love" sung by Emmick,
Grogan, Miss PataSchmelter, Leslie Wilferd will be the teen Helen Riblet and Kathie businessman held 14 years
the Kentucky Horse Park,
in Cuban jails; Robert scheduled to open in SepFleming.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry' Ragsdale, nursery helper.
Kendall, editor of the
at
will
be
open
for
study
will
be
held
The
nursery
Bible
tember.
Dr. Harriett Hood, and Miss
Martinsville (Indiana) Daily
9 40 a.m. on Sunday.
the worship service.
MADISONVILLE, Ky.
Harriett Hood.
Reporter; Shell Lulkin, who (AP) - Jim Walker, who
wbrked undercover for the resigned as editor of the
Chicago
police department;
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Madisonville Messenger
Pyotr
Grigorevich
earlier this month, has been
Grigorenko, a former Soviet
And Power Wagon's good-looking
Head on down to your nearby
named director of the new
army general who now lives
enough to stand out on city streets
Dodge Truck Dealer's and discover
on Long Island, N.Y.; and
the great lineup of new trucks..
and highways as well. So why not
• Mihail° Mihajlov, Belgrade,
the kind of lineup that made us the
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
• Yugoslavia, a writer now
company
in
growing
truck
fastest
Wagon
at your nearby Dodge Truck
• visiting the United States,
America from 1966 to 1976.
Dealer's
today? "Signs ofthe Kingdom" will
•
• /moncrease Irom 1966 to /976
WASHINGTON (AP)
be
the
title
of
the
sermon
by
• Congress is working tb give
You'll discover great new '78 trucks
Rev. Martin Mattingly,
At Our
• the government more the
like Dodge Power Wagon. The
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
• authority to defend the Church,
four-wheel-drive pickup that's built
at the masses at eight
• retarded, mentally ill, a.m., eleven a.m., and 4:30
tough to haul the gads where
• handicapped, juvenile p.m. on Sunday, July 30. This
ordinary pickup dare follow Over had
TIIL
delinquents
and.. other
will be a commentary on three
• institutionalized
FASTEST
roads and no roads at all
persons
parables of the kingdom from
CyROWING
against
.LEL1CK COWAN Vhumaans___../dattlieie_13;44-52.
violations.
IN AMERICA.
s•wilitole
Coffee and doughnuts will be
0
c.
Sale
4411.1fIr
served following the eight_
.
' jeri.AKE UTA
Kentucky Lake,7 lam. 357 0; a.m. Ind eleven a.m.
114.11
masses, and a nursery Is
•
down .2.
WWW7i
provided for two to six year
BelOw dam 302.5, up 6.
AS
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 357.0, olds at the eleven a.m.
services.
down .2.
Pe
Mass will be at 6:30 p.m on
Belo* dam 303.4, up .5.
810 Sycamore, Murray
Phone 753-0632
Sunday.
Sunset: 8:08. Sunrise: 5:58.
1
•

Baptist Church To
Observe Ordinance
Sunday Morning

*CORRECTION*

Episcopal Church
Plans Communion

PEAT

Mason

2/$50o JARS $1 77

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Dr. Ken Wolfe To
Speak Sunday For
Presbyterians

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DISCOVER DODGE,
THE FASTEST GROWING
TRUCK COMPANY
IN AMERICA.

Get In The%
Swim

•
•
•

Catholic Church
Plans Services

•
• t 1/
:
2 Price
•

All Summer
•
•
Stock /
1
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•
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